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MSU Faculty
Senate heaps
from four
candidates

MISD I3d.
approves
$11.2M
budget
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
The Murray Independent
Board of Education has
approved an $11.2 million
budget for the 2010-2011
school year and will save about
$321,000 during the next 12
years front a bond-refinancing
move through Hillard-Lyons.
During a special-called meeting of the board Tuesday night,
Richard
Chairman
board
Crouch. vice-chairman Stuart
members
and
Alexander
Donnie Winchester, Laura
Pitman and Mark Vinson unanimously approved a final working budget that also includes
$513,000 in funding for capital
outlays and S2.9 million in the
district's building fund.
With the salary schedule completed for the year, salaries
amount to about S'/.5 million of
the budget with $500,000 allocated to categorical programs.
Earlier in the meeting, Chip
Sutherland and Heath Scott of
Hilliard-Lyons told board members that bonds for the district's
refinancing plan sold in August.
The move to refinance the district's debt will reportedly save
$321.000; almost $27,000 per
year for the next 12 years.
Under the previous status. the
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Curris
tes' Friends of CASA banauet last night in the
After speaking at the Court Appointed Special Advoca
r
membe
board
CASA
with
hands
gham, left, shakes
Center, Kentucky Supreme Court Justice Bill Cunnin
Light."
t
"Distan
Richard Reed after signing copies of his book,

Cunningham CASA banquet speaker;
addresses concerns of children in society
non-state-funded organization that
By KYSER LOUGH
to give abused and neglected
seeks
Staff Whter
entucky Supreme Court Justice children a voice.
Child abuse can come from sinister
Bill Cunningham would like to
ns or even the best of intenintentio
a
of
picture
paint a perfect
tions. Cunningham gave examples of
world where children are never
both. with sinister being a case he
abused or neglected. Unfortunately,
read in a South Carolina newspaper
he can't.
child dying and being stuffed
"I'd like to come and tell you things about a
trash can while the parents prea
into
counthe
of
n
childre
the
for
rosy
look
tended he had fallen over a railing
try, I'd like to come and tell you
into the ocean on accident.
things look rosy for the children of
His example of abuse even in the
Court
the
at
said
he
state,"
the
of intentions was a personal story
best
Friends
es'
Advocat
Appointed Special
with a couple who were
dealing
of
of CASA fundraising dinner Tuesday
y disabled arid wanted to raise
mentall
society.
about
worry
I
"But
night.
children. He said it was a hard deciWhen you start beating up on chilsion but he knew they would not be
dren, you are beating up on the life
able to raise their children, especially
"
society.
line of
given the fact that both kids born to
keynote
Cunningham was the
the couple had health issues.
speaker at the banquet, which serves
"We had to terminate their parental
a
CASA,
for
ser
fundrai
as a major
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday...Mostly clouoy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 130s. North
winds around 5 mph.
Wednesday night...Mostly
cloudy. Lows around 60. Calm
winds.
cloudy
Thursday. .Mostly
with a 30 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 80s. Northeast
winds around 5 mph.
night...Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
ot showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the mid 60s.
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rights even though there was no animosity in the sweet, kind parents,"
Cunningham said.
In modern society. children have a
much different life than before.
Cunningham said. He recalled how
you used to always know if it AaS 3
p.m. in a town by the fact that the
schoolchildren were out around town.
They would be out walking home,
some meeting their parents at work,
some stopping in the barber shop for
a haircut.
"In the barber shop, the boys would
be sitting there next to the bank president, a farmer, et cetera. Now we see
fewer and fewer kids intermingling
with society ... the youth are segregated from the adults," he said.
To further illustrate his belief of a

9

By HARRY R. WEBER,
MICHAEL KUNZELMAN
and DINA CAPPIELLO
Associated Press Writers
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Oil giant BP PLC laid much of
the blame for the rig explosion
and the massive Gulf of
Mexico spill on workers at sea,
other companies and a complex series of failures in an
released
report
internal
Wednesday before a key piece
of evidence has been analyzed.
In its 193-page report posted
on its website, the British company described the incident as
an accident that arose from a
complex and interlinked series
of mechanical failures, human
engineering
judgments,
design, operational implementation and team interfaces.
BP spread the blame around,
and even was critical of its

State wanting
reduced rent for
government offices
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Steve
Beshear's administration acknowledged
Tuesday that landlords who lease otfice
space to state agencies are being asked to.
reduce their rent charges by 5 percent to
help offset a budget shortfall.
Letters were sent last week making the
request and suggesting that failing to com-

IN See Page 3A

IISee Page 8A

own workers' conduct, but it
defended some parts of the
well's design and it was careful in its assessments. It
already faces hundreds of lawsuits and billions of dollars of
liabilities. In public hearings,
it had already tried to shift
some of the blame to ng owner
Transocean Ltd. and cement
contractor lialliburton. BP was
from
rig
the
leasing
Transocean and owned the
well that blew out.
While BP didn't completely'
absolve its engineers, the company shot down some of the
things they've been criticized
for by members of Congress
and others.
"Well control actions taken
prior to the explosion suggest
the rig crew was not sufficient-

II See Page 8A
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BP: Multiple companies,
teams contributed to spill
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
embers or the Murray State
Faculty Senate listened to each of
the four candidates running for the
faculty seat on the Board of Regents
express their views at their monthly,
Tuesday meeting.
Kevin Binfield, a professor of Englisli
and philosophy, said that if elected, hit
would do his best to discover exactly what
faculty wanted and would facilitate this
with open forums and talking directly with
all departments. He said it was important
that there be two-way communication
between the faculty regent and depart,
ments at all times.
Binfield said he was not cowered by
authority and would speak up on behalf of
facuity, also saying that the faculty regent
should represent the interests of facult*
not the administration or the board as k
whole. He said low salaries were affecting'
morale on campus, a sentiment echoed by
each of the candidates. He said that while
many university officials were focusing on
horizontal growth - enrolling more undergraduates - he thought more should be
done to bring about vertical growth by
expanding graduate programs.
lack Rose, a professor and former dean

M
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News in Bnef
Grants available for public safety programs

t•RANKFORT. Ky.(AP)-- The Kentucky Justice and Public
Safety Cabinet has announced that more than $2 million in funding is available for projects that combat violence against women.
Cabinet Secretary J. Michael Bn)wn said in a statement that the
public safety grants will provide funding opportunities for projects
throughout the state tut address domestic violence. stalking. sexual assault and dating violence.
Applications for the grants can be submitted online through the
cabinet's electronic Grant, M.in_women! S'..tem until Oct. 15.
Bristol Palin to speak Wednesday
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)--old Bristol Palin is
scheduled to be in Louisville to speak at a $125-per-person benefit
for a home for single mothers in Louisville.
The event on behalf of Lifehouse is Wednesday at the Louisville
Mamot Downtown.
Palin is the daughter of former Alaska Gov. Sarah Patin.
Bristol Palm will receive SI-S.(8X) to speak on behalf of
Lifehouse, an organization that helps single mothers raise their
Aildren.
Bristol Palin was thrust into the spotlight as a pregnant teen during her mother's unsuccessful campaign for vice president in
2008. She had son Tripp that year and has since spoken about
abstinence and the challenges of life as a young single mother.

Judge to hear argument over Ky. execution protocol
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP, -- A Kentucky judge is set to hear
arguments over whether to stop executions in the state, including
one scheduled for next week.
The hearing, set for 10 a.m. before Franklin Circuit Judge Phillip
Shepherd, will foc.us on whether an injunction handed down in
November by the Kentucky Supreme Court halting all executions
in the state is still in effect.
The high court ruled that Kentucky failed to properly adopt a
three-drug lethal injection protocol. The Kentucky Department of
Corrections reimplemented the protocol in May. Gov. Steve
Beshear set a Sept. 16 execution date for Gregory L. Willson, condemned to death for a 1987 kidnapping, rape and murder.
An attorney for multiple death row inmates says because no
court has dissolved the injunction, it remains in effect and executions are prohibited.
Attorneys for the state say the readoption of the protocol in May
ended the injunction because the state complied with the court's
order.

Paul's first TV ad highlights work as plrisician
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — Republican U.S. Senate candidate
Rand Paul is back in scrubs for his first TV ad of the fall campaign. declaring: "I'm a physician, not a career politician."
Paul, a Bowling Green eye surgeon. trounced his GOP opponents in Kentucky's May primary by: running as a political outsider, an approach he is carrying over into the general election
cunpaign against Democrat Jack Conway.
The 30-second ad scheduled to begin airing statewide on
Wednesday shows Paul intermittently in scrubs and a white physician's coat with the voice of a female narrator declaring that he
always puts patients first.
"When Medicare closed its door to patients needing care, Rand
Paul opened his," the narrator says. "Rand founded the Southern
Kentucky Lions Eye Clinic to provide for those in need. Awarded
for his service, Rand always puts patients first. That's why he
opposes the Obarna-Pelosi health care scheme, which puts
Washington bureaucrats in charge, destroying the doctor-patient
relationship."
Campaign manager Jesse Benton called the ad buy "substantial"
but declined to give a dollar figure. The Conway campaign estimated it at about $250,000.
Both campaigns are now running TV spots. Conway, Kentucky's
attorney general, went up with his first ad in late August, touting
his efforts to crack down on Internet child pornography. elder
abuse and the illegal prescnption drug trade in a $150.000 buy.

Conway launches his first Web-based fundraiser
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — Democrat Jack Conway surpassed
$260,000 in campaign contributions Tuesday in his first Webbased fundraiser. borrowing from a strategy used effectively by his
Republican opponent in Kentucky's U.S. Senate race.
The tally has exceeded the campaign's original goal of $260,000
by early Tuesday evening with several more hours left in the 24hour Internet appeal. according to a running count on Conway's
campaign website. They later raised the goal to $300,000.
Conway is running against Republican Rand Paul. whose father,
Ron Paul, pioneered the tactic of tapping the Internet for campaign
cash during the Texas congressman's unsuccessful run for president in 2(8)8.
In his pitch for online donations. Conway warned that a Rand
Paul victory in November "would be a disaster," noting in part
that Paul has expressed misgivings about applying part of the
Civil Rights Act to private businesses.
Rand Paul banked more than SI.2 million from Web-based
fundraising. or "moneybombs." during the GOP primary, and has
had a couple more during the general-election campaign.
Conway's campaign has said Paul's online fundraising has been
losing steam in its past couple of appeals.

Man pleads not guitty in Pike County murder
case
HAZARD. Ky.(AP
A Pike County man charged with murder says he's innocent.
Police say Harold Scott shot 38-year-old Sonny Charles several
times late Friday night. But WYMT-TV rei)orts Scott pleaded not
guilty to the charge this week.
He is being held without bond in the Pike County Detention
Center and is scheduled for a preliminary hearing later this month.

•Faculty Senate...
Council of Higher Education
before
the
Council
on
of the College of Education, Postsecondary Education existspoke next. He said that as a ed. He said he had a good relafirst generation graduate of tionship with current Board
MSU arid someone who grew Chaiman Dr. Constantine
up in Murray, he had a "deep "Deno" Curris. a former MSU
and abiding" love for the institu- president, and he believed that
tion and was concemed about its would be helpful in serving the
direction. He said that while it faculty's best interests
on the
was still on the U.S. News and
board. He said focus on salaries
World Report's best colleges
was critical and that with five
list, it had moved down the list.
new board members. he thought
He said that with any university.
this was an important time to
it is the faculty that makes it
build relationships.
successful, and he did not think
Mark Wattier, a professor of
faculty had been a prionty in the
last three or four years. He said political science, said he was
he had been with MSU for a beginning his 3Ist year at MSU
total of 20 years and was the and was a "survivor of the wars
first Faculty Senate president with (former NISU president)
Kern Alexander," having been
after it was formed.
angry
when
Rose said he had served on particularly
many boards in the past and had Alexander released student
the experience to be a successful evaluation data without pnor
faculty. representative on the knowledge of the faculty'. He
Board of Regents. He said he said that on his four-year term
was perhaps most proud of the on the CPE. which he completwork he did on the Murray- ed recently, he had served on
Calloway County Hospital numerous committees that
board in overseeing the plans would prove useful if he were
for the expansion that was com- elected.
pleted recently, and that he left
Wattier also stressed salaries,
after he felt his job was done. saying there needed to be an
He said he was also on the increased promotion faculty'

From Front

From Front
ply with the mitianyc that would
save the state more than $1 million could mean government
agencies may look for cheaper
space elsewhere.
Departinent of Facilities
Commissioner Sam Ruth gave
landlords until Sept. 10 to return
a contract agreeing to the reduction.
"Should we not receive the
attached document by that time.
the commonwealth will have to
consider all available alternatives to reduce our lease
expense," Ruth said in the letter
obtained by The Associated
Press through an open records
request.
State revenues have de.clined
by some 51.5 billion over the
past two years. largely the result
of an ailing economy. Private
sector layoffs have delivered a
double whammy to the state
with less revenue coming in
from income taxes and sales
taxes.
Cindy Lanham, spokeswoman
for the Kentucky Finance and
Administration Cabinet, said the
state leases space from nearly
500 landlords at an annual cost
of more than $26 million. The 5
percent reduction would save
the state $1.3 million.

district would have saved about
S I 74010.
"So you about double your
savings." Sutherland said.
The district's rate of interest
dropped from about 2.8 percent
to 2.175.
In other action. the board canceled a planned public forum
conc!rning newly-proposed tax
rates. Superintendent Bob
Rogers explained that the state
requires the meeting take place
within seven to ten days from
the last time the meeting was
publicly announced.

Rogers said the district will
run advertising in the Murray
Ledger & 'Times on Thursday,
Sept. 9 and again on Thursday.
Sept. 16 and the required public
forum will take place dunng a
special-called
meeting on
Thursday. Sept. 23 at 6:30 p.m.
The ads were run previously.,
but the meeting schedule did not
meet state regulations.
In other action. the board set
their next meeting at 7 p.m. on
Thursday. October 7: one week
early to avoid n-ieeting during
the district's fall break.

Rose

Binfield

Wittier

stipend and a cost-of-living
adjustment. He said the university wou!cl continue to slide it
salaries stayed as they are,
because potential faculty members were being lured to betterpaying jobs in larger cities.
Peggy Pittman-Munke, an
associate professor in the
Department of Health and
Human Services, said that as a
former social worker. she was
good at building coalitions and
advocating for causes she cared
about. She said she would do
her best to use the expertise of
various faculty members by
inviting them to speak at coinmittee meetings because she felt
that her voice shouldn't be the

only. faculty voice the regents
ever get to hear. She said she felt
when Kern Alexander was president. he had vilified faculty as
being too interested in money,
but that the last two faculty
regents had helped rehabilitate
the image of faculty and she
hoped to continue that.
Faculty- will vote for their
regent
on
representative
Thursday and Friday. If no one
gets more than 50 percent of the
total vote. the top two will compete in a runoff election.
A question-and-answer session for faculty will also be held
at 3:30 p.m. today in the Mason
Hall Auditorium.

Beshear asks for drought assistance
FRANKFORT. Ky. i AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear is requesting disaster assistance for 35
Kentucky counties due to
drought conditions.
The request to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture is for
drought conditions that began

•Reduced rent...
The Beshear administration
already has begun furloughing
state employees, restructuring
debt and cutting back government contracts to cut expenses.
The first furlough day was last
Friday. State workers face five
additional unpaid days off this
fiscal year.'That move is expected to save about $24 million.
Twenty states imposed furloughs last year, and at least
five, including Kentucky, have
already announced furloughs
for this fiscal year.
Beshear had brokered a compromise between the Kentucky.
House and Senate earlier this
year to win passage of a SI7 billion budget that prevented massive layoffs of state workers.
That budget mandated $131
million in additional cuts.

on Aug. I.
The 35 counties are mostly in
western Kentucky.
Beshear said in a letter to
USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack
that the drought has "critically
impacted" the state's agriculture
sector.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
School Board will hoid a special called meeting to aIlow
public comment on a proposed
tax
increase
Thursday. Sept. 9 at 5:30
p.m. at Calloway County
High School.
• The Calloway County
School Board will meet in
regular session Thursday,
Sept. 9 at Calloway County
High School at 6 p.m.
Included on the agenda is
the authorization of refunding revenue bonds.
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Fort Campbell officer
killed in Afghanistan
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP) — Art officer with an
explosive ordnance disposal
unit from Fort Campbell has
died from wounds suffered
when his unit was attacked with
indirect fire in Jalalabad,
Afghanistan.
The militiu-y said 35-year-old
Capt. Jason T. McMahon, of
Mulvane, Kan.. die,/ Sunday in
Bagram. He was an ordnance
officer commanding the 744th
Explosive Ordnance Company.
I 84th Ordnance Battalion.
52nd Ordnance Group.
He joined the Army in
November 1996, gained his
commission in 2(8/6 and
arrived at Fort Campbell in
September 2008.
McMahon is survived by his
wife, Jennifer L. McMahon,
and his daughters. Trinity B..
McKenzie J., and Azlyn J.
McMahon, all of Dover, Tenn.;
father. Ronald McMahon; and
mother. Sherry McMahon. both
of Mulvane. Kan.
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorials from newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning irsues of importance in the Commonwealth.
The Independent
Ashland, Ky.
With the gubernatorial election still 15 months away, it
is much too early to predict.
It's hard to tell whether the
Republican team of Senate President David Williams and Agriculture Commissioner Richie
Farmer will nix Gov. Steve
Beshear's bid for re-election
with Louisville Mayor Jerry.
Abramson.
But we do know this:
Williams' early entry into the
race for governor just about
guarantees little will be accomplished during the 30-day 2011
General Assembly.
If you think the constant
partisan bickering in the General Assembly has thwarted
progress in Kentucky - and it
has - just wait until the man
who has ruled the Republicancontrolled Senate with an iron
fist for more than a decade is
challenging the governor's bid
for a second term.
Be assured that every major
initiative Beshear proposes will
die in the Senate without a
vote, while the Democrats who
control the House of Representatives will support their
governor by rejecting any Senate-passed bills supported by
Williams.
This has nothing to do with
the merits of the proposals of
Beshear and Williams and what
is best for Kentucky. It iF just
that the Democrats in the House
do not want to do anything to
help Williams and the Republicans in the Senate will continue to turn thumbs down to
Beshear's major ideas.
Partisan bickering already
has caused the General Assembly to three times end its 60day sessions without enacting
a budget. Fortunately, the budget is not on the agenda for
2011.

on failed driver's inspections
and moving violations.
Records also showed that
Hester had n't had an on-site
inspection for five years.
Experts said, based on the rating. the carrier shouldn't have
been on the road at the time
of the crash.
But the carrier was on the
road, and a May. Kentucky
State Police report found that
its driver, Kenneth Laymon, was
talking on a cell phone and
also may have been speeding
when he lost control and plowed
into the family van.
Recently, however, The
Courier-Journal reported that
Hester has been ordered to cease
operations, and cannot resume
business until it is rated "fit"
and its registration is restored.
The order was made back
in June, after Hester did not
correct cntical violations. The
company defaulted on its
$13.950 fine for the violations,
which included using drivers'
before the results of their drug
tests returned, and was cited
for falsifying work logs.
Truck companies are supposed to be inspected and rated.
but are there enough inspectors to do the job and what
do ratings meari if they aren't
enforced?

Herald-Leader
Lexington, Ky.
An internal audit found nothing untoward in the Kentucky
Retirement Systems' interaction
with the placement agents who
bring investment deals to the
pension program - unless you
consider it untoward for the
agents to collect nearly $15
million in fees since 2004.
Some people might feel that
way, particularly the thousands
of public employees and retired
public employees who realize
the $15 million could have
been earning the financially
strapped system some extra cash
Courier-Journal
if it had been invested instead
Louisville, Ky.
Last March 26, a driver for of being paid out in fees.
Those people no doubt welthe Hester Inc. trucking company of Alabama fatally c7ossed come an audit o f KRS operpaths with a van whose occu- ations by Auditor Crit Lualien's
pants were on their way to a office - first suggested by Gov.
wedding party.
Sieve Beshear and subsequentKenneth Laymon was at the ly requested by a KRS audit
wheel of the tractor-trailer committee - because some of
which barreled out of control the questions such an investiinto oncoming traffic on Inter- gation ought to answer include:
state 65 near Munfordville. The Does KRS really need placeaccident killed him and eight ment agents' help in finding
members of the Esh family of investments; and if so. what
Marrowbone, Ky., as well as is the proper level of reimtwo friends who also were in bursement for those services?
the van. The only survivors were
Maybe Kentucky can get by
two young Esh children, who without them as well. If the
are now being raised by grand- auditor's office finds placement
parents.
agents to be an integral part
The tragedy made national of KRS investment operations,
headlines and raised questions the level of the fees they have
that went beyond the compe- been collecting came as a surtence of one truck driver and prise even to some members
one truck company.
of the KRS Board of Trustees.
In the spring. The CounerWhich raises another quesJournal reported that the Hes- tion the audit should answer:
ter trucking company had been Why weren't those trustees kept
rated 'deficient' by the Feder- abreast of the magnitude of
al Motor Carrier Safety Admin- these payments on an ongoing
istration; the ranking was based basis?
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Chihuly featured at Nashville's Cheekwood
Sand, fire and human breath
are the mystical combination
that creates glass. which in itself
is a mystical material.
Though solid, it can appear
liquid; though fragile, it can
withstand extremes of heat and
cold; though shards of it can
be found on the beach for free,
glass art objects and sculptures
worth millions can be found
in museums and mansions.
An amazing installation of
indoor and outdoor sculptures
by Dale Chihuly, a master of
glass, is currently on view at
Cheekwood Botanical Garden
and Museum of Art in
Nashville. If you have not ever
visited this splendid estate built
by the Maxwell House Coffee
fortune, now is the time to do
it. Not only will you view ten
specialty gardens on a spectacular 55-acre landscape, you
can see an array. of glass sculptures by Dale Chihuly interspersed with the natural beauty of grasses, flowers, fountains,
pools, shrubs and trees. Inside
the mansion, a dazzling Chihuly chandelier hangs in the
main staircase. (The Chihuly
Exhibit ends October 31.1
The interaction between
man-made glass objects and
nature stuns visitors to Cheekwood these days. Chihuly sculptures float gracefully on quiet
pools rimmed with elegant ferns
and exotic grasses. In vibrant
shades of red, yellow- and
orange, some of the glass orbs

resemble resting balloons, while
others look like oversize radishes and super-glossy onions.
Their shapes are reflected in
the water, as if the creatures
are unsure of their desired habitat. They seem to reach toward
the sky at the same time they
plunge below the surface of
the water. They. glint and wink
in sunlight and fade to a blur
in shadow. During my visit,
one of the pools was festooned
by a flock of darting blue dragonflies. Within such a magical scene. one would not be
surprised to spot a unicorn or
a satyr flitting through the wondrous gardens.
Even
without
Chihuly,
Cheekwood has the feel of a
fairytale. Winding paths lead
to natural settings that could
lure Alice from Wonderland.
To intermingle his glass with
the natural beauty. Chihuly
spent time in the various gardens to see what inspired him.
In the Robertson Ellis Color
Garden, he envisioned a safIron tower of glass and giant
cattails of neon tubing. The
Japanese Garden seemed right
for the blown glass objects
that resemble Japanese fishing
floats.
In the water garden, a rowboat is almost bursting with
orange, gold and red glass tendrils that fade to green. Chilhuly has indeed crafted a strange
creature as the ferryman who
pilots the boat to the other

side.
Thanks
to Chihuly's
vision, the
Howe Wildflower Garden Pond is
vibrant with
blue
polyvitro
crystals, and
the Grotto
Main Street
and
the
By Constance
Shell FounAlexander
tain come
Ledger & Titnes
alive with
Columnist
blue marlins
and yellow
herons made of undulating
glass. "I love to juxtapose the
manmade and the natural," Chihuly says, "to sort of make
people wonder, is it manmade
or did it come from nature?"
Born in Tacoma, Washington in 1941. Dale Chihuly is
unrivalled in his achievement
in the contemporary art and
design of glass. A car accident in 1976 left him blind in
one eye and unable to blow
glass. so his studio and his
process of involving other
artists has taken on increasing
importance. His commitment
to his craft has infused new
energy into the ancient process
of glassmaking, and he is credited with sparking new interest in studio glass efforts. In
1969, he founded an important glass program at the Rhode
Island School of Design and

in 1971, he founded the
Pilchuck Glass School, internationally renowned for glassblowing and installation work.
Visitors to his studio in Washington can witness Chihuly's
genius first-hand. and watch
how the team works together
with a heart-stopping mix of
the abandon of children and
the discipline of a symphony'
orchestra.
Cheekwood is located at
1200 Forrest Park Drive, in
Nashville. The phone number
is 615-356-8000, and the website is www.cheekwood50.org.
Hours are Tuesday through
Sunday. 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 pm,
but during the Chihuly exhibition Cheekwood is open until
10 pm on Thursday' and Friday' nights, when guests are
invited to experience the glow
of lit glass installations. Admission for adults is usually $10,
but is $15 during the Chihuly exhibition. A discount is
available to active military' personnel and their immediate families.
Children 5 and under are
free. A video highlighting some
of the Cheekwood installations
is online at http://www.cheekwood.org/Art/Chihuly _Video.as
px.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@newwave
comm.net.

Beck's prescription:'Turn back to God'
Glenn Beck's rally on the
steps of the Lincoln Memorial Saturday was a wake-up call
for his beloved America. This
nation, he reminded us, is and
has been since its founding a
nation under God. Failure to
recognize our absolute dependence upon God, he said, has
put this nation in penl.
His warning echoed that my.
lather once delivered when he
told Americans. "When we stop
being a nation under God, we
will be a nation gone under."
For a long time we have

been slowly dritting away trom
that reality, acting as if our
destiny were solely in our own
hands -- it's as if we were
saying to the Almighty."Thanks
for the ten suggestions, and such
trivial admonitions as the Sermon on the Mount. but we'd
rather do it our up-to-date modem way."
I don't need to remind you
that doing it our way: slaughtering the innocent unbom by
the tens of millions; now defying the integrity of marriage,
that most ancient of institu-
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We have allowed our government and our representatives in Congress to squander
not only our financial resources
but those of future generations
of American so that we can
enjoy all those wondrous benefits Washington offers us, now
and allegedly. free of charge.
We have replaced the old
adage that God proposes, man
disposes. Now it's solely man
proposes. And what a mess
we've made.
In his book. "The God that
Did Not Fail" (Encounter
Books), Robert Royal warns
that the movement toward "progressive irreligion" encourages
ignorance of religion's unparalleled importance in the development and maintenance of
vvestem culture.
Glenn echoed that explanation of our current condition.

Prior to the Glenn Beck
rally Saturday, our newest deity,
the all-knowing rnass media,
predicted that Beck would rant
and rage about politics and the
current administration and perhaps provoke violence on a
frightening scale.
It never occurred to the
atheistic media that Glenn's
message would be about God's
love and our solemn obligation to love one another even
as we love ourselves.
Much to their astonishment,
instead of dwelling on the political differences that divide is,
Glenn beseeched us to acknowledge our absolute dependence
upon the Divine will and our
obligation to love God and our
neighbor, no matter who he is.
A friend of mine complained
to me the other day that when
he went to confession, the
priest told him that he was
obliged to love his neighbors,
all of them. When he almost
jokingly asked if that meant
he even had to love Barack
Obama, the priest said an
emphatic "yes."
Sometimes, he complained,
God demands the impossible.
The priest reminded him that
with God's help, all things are
possible.
That. in a nutshell, is what
Glenn Beck was telling us last
Saturday: Love of God and
love of neighbor. not political
rhetoric and dissension, is the
sole solution to our national
woes.
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Clide L. Crider

Billy Ray Housden

Clide L. Crider, 90, of Chattanooga, Tenn., formerly of Murray,
died Sunday. Sept. 5, 2010, in the Hospice House in Chattanooga.
Tenn.
Born in Memphis, Tenn., he was raised in Murray
where he graduated from Murray High School and
served as co-captain of the football team in 1938. He
also graduated from Murray State University with a
degree in Industrial Technology. He was a WWII Army veteran and
retired as a claims insurance adjuster for General Adjustment
Bureau.
He was preceded in death by his first wife, Bert Downey Crider;
his parents, W. Ernest and Martha Dawson Crider; and a brother.
Leon Crider.
He is survived by his wife of 17 years, Sonja H. Crider; a sister,
Nancy Woods and husband, Charles, Sr.; a brother, Albert Crider
and wife, June of Murray; sister-in-law, Diane Henry and husband,
Donald; and several nieces arid nephews.
A graveside service will be today, Wednesday. Sept. 8, 20IJ, at 3
p.m. at Lakewood Memory Gardens East in Chattanooga, Tenn.
with the Rev. Ken Willis, of Ridgedale Church of Christ, officiating.
Visitation will be Wednesday, Sept. 8, from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at the
East Chapel of Chattanooga Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to Ridgedale Church of
Christ, 1005 Dodds Ave, Chattanooga, Tn. 37404. Online condolences can be left at www.chattanoogaeastchapel.com.

John D. (J.D.) Roberts

Billy Ray' Housden, 62. of Murray. died Saturday, Sept. 4, 2010,
at 1:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Born Dec. 25. 1947, in Murray, he was retired
front The Kentucky State Highway Department.
Preceded in death by' his parents, Billie M.
Housden and Sara Nell (Pierce) Housden.
Housden is survived by friend, Rodney Ray of
Hazel.
Funeral services will be held Thursday, Sept. 9.
2010, at I p.m. at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home. Visitation will be today,
Wednesday, Sept. 8, from 6-8 p.m. at the funeral
Housden
home.
Pallbearers will be Rodney Ray, Doug Ray, Kenneth Perry,
Danny Perry, Ronnie Wilson and Joe Orlando.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to St. Jude Tribute
Program, P.O. Box 1000, Dept. 142, Memphis,Tn. 38148 or to The
Amencan Cancer Society', c/o Pat Latimer, 201 S. 4th St., Murray.
Arrangements are being handled by Blaiock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.

Funeral serrICCS tor John D.(J.D.) Roberts. 8I4. of Murray, were
held Monday. Sept. 6. 2010, at 1 p.m. at BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home with the Rev. Ryker
Wilson officiating. Burial followed in Muffay City
Cemetery Roberts died Friday. Sept. 3, 2010, at
11:03 pan. at Arbor Place of Puryear in Puryear,
Tenn. Horn June 8, 1922. in Calloway County, he
was a WWII Army veteran. a member of Poplar Spring Baptist
Church, and attended Memorial Baptist where he was a member of
the Adult Men II Pathfinder Sunday School Class. He also worked
for Tappan Co. for 33 years and was ernployed by Murray State
University for 22 years. Roberts was preceded in death by his parents, John D. Roberts, Sr. and Lela(Boatwright) Roberts; six sisters,
Rhonda Fitts, Niva Parker. Lizz Hurt, Helen Roberts, Eva Moody
and Rebecca Roberts; and five brothers, Carlton Roberts, Clifton
Roberts, Guthrie Roberts. Wade Roberts and Gray Roberts. He is
survived by his wife Sue (Mohundro) Roberts, who he married on
Dec. 12, 1951; a daughter, Dr. Vicki Roberts and husband, Nick
Ridge of Paducah; a son. Dr. John David Roberts and wife, Kelly of
Elizabethtown: a brother-in-law, Bill Mohundro and wife, Betty of
Murray; four sisters-in-law, Voline Roberts of Calif., Francis
Roberts of Murray, Ruth Ferguson of Kirksey. and Louise Owens of
Murray; three grandchildren, Amanda Roberts, Austin Roberts and
John Ridge; one step-granddaughter; four step-great-grandchildren;
and several nieces and nephews. Expressions of sympathy may take
the form of a donation to a charity of your choice. Arrangements
cvere handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
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Ruth E. Korte, 87, of Metropolis, Ill., died
Monday, Sept. 6, 2010, at 1:20 p.m. at her residence.
A member of the Metropolis First Baptist
Church. she was preceded in death by her parents,
Lester and Edna Bivins Hodge; her husband of 43
years, Aaron J. Korte; and a sister, Helen Mae
Parkins.
Korte is survived by three daughters. Phyllis
Miller and husband, Roger of Metropolis 111.,
Marsha Rice and husband, Allen of Metropolis,
Koko
III., and Shelly DeCaprio and husband, Dave of
Paducah; a son, Roger Korte of Murray; a sister,
Phyllis Hodge of Metropolis, Ill.; a brother. Robert Hodge and wife,
Thelma of Paragould, Ark.; eight grandchildren, Jamie Mizell and
husband Sean, Alissa Hayes and husband Jason. Amanda Walker
and husband Cttris, Drew Quint and fiance Melissa, Julie Burpo and
husband Kyle, Brian DeCaprio. Aela Korte. and Autumn Quint: a
step-grandson, Bryan Miller and wife, Meg; seven great-grandchildren; and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held Thursday, Sept. 9, 2010, at I p.m.
at the Miller Funeral Home in Metropolis, Ill. with the Rev. Joe
Buchanan officiating. Burial will follow in the Metropolis Memorial
Gardens. Visitation will be held Thursday. Sept. 9, 2010, from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the funeral home.
Pallbearers will be Sean Mizell, Jason Hayes, Chris Walker.
Drew Quint, Kyle Burpo and Brian DeCaprio.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, Memonal/Honor Program, 501 St. Jude Place,
Memphis, Tn. 38105.
Online condolences may be left at www.millerfh1912.com.

Linda Frances 13Iais
Linda Frances Blats, 63, of Benton. died Tuesday. Aug. 31, 2010.
at 7:40 p.m. at her home.
Bom Feb. 15, 1947, in Beverly, Calif., she was preceded in death
by' her parents, William H. Barnes and Mary McGilvery Barnes.
She is survived by her daughter, Joann Fisher of Smithfield, R.I.;
and four sons, David Blais of Putnam,Conn., Gene Blais of Putnam,
Conn.. Robert Blais of Conn., and Joseph Gilmore of Jenson Beach.
There will be no public funeral services.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.

lannette Travis
Jannette Travis, 43, of Dexter, died Tuesday, Sept. 7, 2010, at her
home. Arrangements are incomplete at Heritage Family Funeral
Home.

Eniest Petty Burton
Mr. Ernest Petty Burton, 89, of Sedalia, died Monday, Sept. 6,
2010, at 10 p.m. at Spring Creek Nursing and Rehab Center in
Murray.
A member of Bell City Baptist Church, he was the retired
owner/operator of Burton Caipet Service.
Burton was preceded in death by his first wife, Beauton Burton
Hill; his second wife, Sadie Mae Burton; his parents, Will F. and
Opal Petty Burton; two brothers, Roy Burton and Charles Burton; a
sister, Alta McClain; and a daughter, Paula Pearson.
He is survived by a daughter, Patsy Causey and husband, John of
Mayfield; two step-daughters, Patsy Shelton and husband, Sonny
and Nancy McIntosh, both of Mayfield; a brother. Henry Burton and
wife, Margie of Lynnville; seven grandchildren. and several greatgrandchildren and great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Friday, Sept. 10, 2010, at 1 p.m. at
Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield with the Rev. William Dodson
and the Rev. John Sheppard officiating. Burial will follow in
Highland Park Cemetery. Visitation will be Thursday, Sept. 9, 2010,
after 5 p.m. at the funeral home.
Pallbearers will be Scotty Burton, Shane Causey, Bobby
Waldrop. Dustin Pearson, Dan Jordan and Jimmy Smith.

4

Colby Ray Sbwens
A graveside service for Master Colby Ray
Stevens, infant son of Robyn ()wen and Aaron
Stevens of Murray, was held Monday, Sept. 6,
2010, at 2 p.m. at the Lynnville Baptist Church
Cemetery with the Rev. Martin Severns officiating.
Stevens
Stevens died shortly after his birth on Thursday,
Sept. 2. 2010, at Murray-Calloway- County Hospital.
He was preceded in death by his great-grandparents, Joe and
Peggy Prichard and Ray Stevens.
In addition to his parents. he is survived by a sister, Nevaeh
Knight: maternal grandparents, Cindy Owen and Tony Bayliss and
wife, Teresa; and paternal grandparents, Lesa Hall and husband,
Richard and Kelly Stevens and wife. Belinda, all of Murray.

Bryson Clay Cavitt
Funeral services for Bryson Clay Cavitt, of Murray. will be held
today. Wednesday, Sept. 8, 2010, at 3 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev. Glynn Orr and the Rev. Steve Stevens
officiating. Burial will be in the Bean Cemetery in Graves County.
Cavitt died Friday, Sept. 3. 2010. at Vanderbilt Hospital in
Nashville, Tenn.
Bom Sept. 2, 2010, in Murray, he is survived by his mother.
Jennifer Cavitt of Murray; father. Cory Pugh of Paducah; grandparents, Gary and Diane Cavitt of Murray, great-grandparents, J.T. and
Jeanette Cavitt of Murray, and Donald and Judy Hardin of Sharpe.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Louise Borders
Funeral services for Louise Borders, 84. of Benton, were held
Tuesday, Sept. 7, 2010, at 1 p.m. at Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
Home with the Rev. Joel Frizzell officiating.
Burial followed in the Hamlet Cemetery.
Borders died at 3:15 p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 5,
2010, at Britthaven of Benton.
A member of Walnut Street Baptist Church, she
was preceded in death by her husband, Virgil
Borders; one brother. Paul Washburn; two grandchildren; and her parents, Willis Pendley
Washburn and Bethel Pace Washburn.
She is survived by three sons. David Borders,
formerly of Murray, and Leo Borders, both of
Borders
Benton. and Joe Borders of Indianapolis, Ind.; four
grandchildren: and three great-grandchildren.
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See additional obits on page 8A
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Mary Ann Ward
A graveside service for Mary
Ann Ward. 80, of Murray, was
held Tuesday, Sept. 7. at I I a.m. at
Barnett Cemetery with Mike
Foraker officiating. Ward died
Monday. Sept. 6, 2010, at the
Murray-Calloway'
County
Hospital. Born November 23,
1929 in Gary. Ind., she was a selfemployed
housekeeper who
attended Poplar Springs Baptist
Church. Ward was preceded in
death by her parents, Arthur and
Anna Farber Cottrell; and several
brothers and sisters.
She is survived by four sons,
Dennis Brookover and wife.
Vonnie of Westville, Ind.. Kenny
Gal and wife. Renee of Plymouth.
Ind., Tim Gal and wife, Cindy ot
Murray, and Gary Gal and wife.
Tammy of Madisonville; two sisters, Irene Jaso and husband, Sal
of Cadiz and Margaret Holte ot
Hobart, Ind.; nine grandchildren.
Connor, Dana, Kevin, Timothy,
Nickolas. Jacob. Dennis, Jr..
Shirley Lee. and Stacy; and several great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be left
at www.imesmiller.com.

You are invited to a

Fall Gospel Meeting
t

Williams Chapel Church of Christ
Friday, September 10th 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, September 1lth 7:00 p.m.
Sunday, September 12th
9 a.m. Bible Class•10 a.m. Worship•2 p.m. Worship
"Evangelism and Church Growth"

lite (loud Lite in I la‘sait sisiting Pearl Harbor

Living life to the fullest with people you enjoy - that's the
Good Life. Traveling, dining, entertainment and
adventures ... all part of the Good Life program at The
Murray Bank. Whether you prefer a short jaunt for a day
t rip of entertainment or a multi-day journey to completely
unwind, the Good Life has several escapades designed
with you in mind. Fully planned, from transportation to
meals, entertainment to gratuities. all the preparation is
done for you, leaving you simply to enjoy the experience
to the fullest. So what are you waiting for? Grab a friend
and call Brenda Sykes, Good Life Director, today and
learn more about the exciting voyages on your horizon.

David Lipe, Speaker
Freed-Hardeman Universit)
Pmfessor. School of Biblical Studies
Director. FliU Annual Bible Lectureship
Williams Chapel is located 7.5 miles west from Niurrak
in the Lynn Grove communky at 7793 State Route 94 West

Everyone is Welcome!
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WKCTC science seminar to Deddiny
discuss sustainable product
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Bobby Ann Lee. WKCTC professor of biological sciences.
Dr. Kemp obtained his doctorate and Bachelor of Science
degree in civil and environmental engineering from Tennessee
Technological University and
his master's degree front Utah
State University. He has taught
at MSU for 15 years and ccxxdinates the civil engineering technology undergraduate program
and the applied engineering and
technology management graduate program. He worked in the
industrial and hazardous waste
area for a large, multinational,
engineering design firm for 12
years prior to becoming a professor. His areas of interest
include water pollution control,
watershed management. natural
systems for water reclamation.
site remediation, and environmental education.
For more information about
the seminar or the WKCTC
biology department. contact
Bobby Ann Lee at (270) 5343238 or bobbylee@kctcs.edu.

ACS seeks
outstanding
chemistry
teacher
Special to the Ledger

The local chapter of the
American Chemical Scx:iety
(ACS) is seeking nominations
for the Outstanding High
School Chemistry Teacher of
2010. Teachers from Western
Kentucky. West Tennessee and
Southern Illinois are eligible for
this award. Nominations are
encouraged from current students. previous students, colleagues, administrators and parents. Self nominations are also
accepted.
Nominations should include a
brief essay describing the attributes that make the nominee worthy of this award, letter(s) of
recommendation, and contact
information for the teacher and
the nominator. Include the name
and address of the school and
school system the teacher taught
in.
Nominations should be sent to
Dr. Charles Baldwin. Dept. of
Chemistry, Union University,
1050 Union University Drive,
Jackson, Tenn. 38305. All nominations should be received by
Oct. 10, 2010.
For more inforrnation, visit
kentuckylake.sites.acs.org/awar
dscommittee.htm.
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Outland Cemetery is in need of funds for the upkeep of the
grounds. Donations can be brought to the annual cemetery meeting
on Sept. 15, at 11 a.m., or can be mailed to Betty Vinson, 2011
Gatesborough, Murray.

North Calloway SBDM to meet
North Calloway Elementary Site Base Decision Making Council
will meet Monday. Sept. 13, at 3:30 p.m. in the school conference
room. The public is invited to attend.

Reunion to be held

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jason Chapman
Cara Lee McCord, daughter of Cecil and Becky McCord,
of Cannel, Ind., and Robert Jason Chapman of Noblesville,
Ind., son of Al and Jane Chapman of Murray, were married
Friday, June 4. 2010, at Northview Church in Carmel, Ind.
The ceremony was officiated by the Rev. Steve Poe. Janese
Truver was the pianist with Steve Quinn and Corey Humphress
as vocalists. Asher Cunningham, cousin of the groom, recited
Corinthians 1.3.
The matrons of honor were Jaime McCord of Noblesville,
Ind., and Jamie Simpson of Chicago,
Bridesmaids were
Akiko Fralicker of Port Orange, Fla., Katie Quinn of Westfield. Ind.. Loretta Brecheisen of Portland, Ore., April Brown
of West Palm Beach, Fla., Corey Humphress of Indianapolis,
Ind., Stephanie Eastman of Marion, Ind.. and Micah Sorum of
Rapid City. S.D.
The best man was the groom's father, Al Chapman of Murray. Groomsmen were Jonathan Chapman. brother of the groom,
Kevin Cunningham and Bryan Hopkins, all of Murray, Nick
McCord of Noblesville, Ind., brother of the bride, Mitch Woods
of Carmel. Ind., Ben Martin of Denver, Colo. and Adatn
McCord of West Palm Beach. Fla.
Flower girls were Jacklynn and Isabel McCord of Noblesville,
and Eden, Naomi and Maddie Cunningham, all of Murray. 'The
ring bearer Asher Cunningham of Murray.
C;uest register attendants were Stacie Barclay and Liz Hull.
Brooke Brodbeck directed the wedding. A dinner reception followed at the Palomino Ballroom in East Zionsville, Ind. On
June 3, the groom's parents hosted the rehearsal dinner at the
Sheraton Indianapolis City Centre Hotel.
Guests came from as far as Japan and Nicaragu. and the
couple spent their honeymoon in Riviera Maya, Mexico.
The bride is a 2004 graduate of Heritage Christian School
in Indianapolis, Ind., and a 2008 graduate of Palm Beach
Atlantic University in West Palm Beach, Fla., with a bachelor
of arts ministry degree in Cross-Cultural Urban Ministries. She
is employed by Northview Church of Carmel, Ind., as the
local and global outreach coordinator.
The groom is a 2002 graduate of Murray High School and
a 2006 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor
of science degree in Electronic Media. He is employed by
Northview Church as the director of video and projects coordinator.
The couple now reside in Noblesville. Ind.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients. They
are:
spinach/mustard/turnip
greens. sweet peas, tuna,
salmon, Jiffy Com Meal mix,
instant potatoes, cereal, macaroni and cheese, peanut butter,
Je11-0, fruit, soup; freezer/cooler items needed arc eg,gs, fresh
fruits and vegetables, frozen
meat and vegetables; personal

*Chrysanthemums
*Sub Zero Pansies
*Trees & Shrubs

Great Rivers Group to meet
The Great Rivers Group will meet tonight, Wednesday. Sept. 8, at
7 p.m. in room 1119 of Murray State's Biology Building. The guest
speaker will be Hap Chambers.'The topic will be the Clark's River
National Wildlife Refuge. For infomation,call Gene Netdes at(270)
236-2317. The public is invited.
Dog obedience classes to begin
Register today for the Calloway County Humane Society's Canine
Good Citizen Dog Obedience Class which helps dogs become wellbehaved companions at home and in the community. The program
begins today, Wednesday, Sept. 8, and ends Oct. 27. Classes meet at
6 p.m. widi die first at the Carmen Animal Health Technology
Building on College Farm Road; classes 2-8 are held at the Hardin
Community Center in Harciin. For more information, call(270)7591884, email humanesociety@murray-ky.net or go to www.forthepets.org/programs.
Food demonstration to be held
Food demonstrations and free samples will be provided by Cathy
Smith and Ashley McKinney, Calloway County Extension Nutrition
Education Program Assistants, at Food Giant grocery store on
Thursday, Sept. 9, from I 1 a.m. to 1 p.m. They will demonstrate
how to make Indian Succotash and nutritional information will be
provided. The public is invited to attend. They will not be selling
any items. The purpose is to promote good nutrition with quick and
easy recipes. For more information, call die Calloway County
Extension Office at 753-1452.
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VFW' Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday, Sept. 9,
at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on 121 N. For more information. call Flenoy Barrow at 978-1052.

TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
Martha Norsworthy, 753-5400
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VFW Post 6291 to meet

September 12, 2010
4:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church
617 S. 9th St., Murray, KY 42071
September 13, 2010
6:30 p.m.
Blood River Baptist Assoc.
47 Aurora Hwy.
Hardin, KY 42048
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Woodmen of the World to meet

hygiene and cleaning supplies
Overeater's Anonymous to meet
needed are dish liquid, toilet
Overeater's Anonymous, a 2-step recovery group for all types of
paper, shampoo and toothpaste;
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
also large brown paper bags.
These items may be taken to Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information,
the Need Line building at 638 call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.
South Fourth St., Murray,
Narcotics group will meet
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
Friday.
Need
Monday through
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
Line is an United Way Agency.
St. John's Episcopal Church. For inforrnation, call 753-8419 or 1
For more information. call (877)447-2004.
753-6333.

FIRST PLACE
4 HEALTH

Bazzell

Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday, Sept. 9, at
6 p.m. at Ryan's Steakhouse. This is an important meeting and all
members are encouraged to attend. For more information, call 7595684.

Buy One, Get One
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The 23rd annual reunion for the former residents of L,and Between
the Lakes(LBL) will be held Saturday. Sept. 18, from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Star Camp, the former Old Dogwood Lodge, in LBL. Bring
a dish and lunch will be at noon. For more information, call (270)
388-0358.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday

Cd
111.

Now thru Sat., Sept. 4 _I

Murray State Univerty Student Govenunent Association will
sponsor a campus/community blood drive Sept. 8-9, from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. at dte Curris Center Dance Lounge. T-shirts and refreshments
will be provided. All donors must be at least 17 years old or 16 with
parental consent and weigh at least 110 pounds. For more information, visit www.wkrbc.org.

Outland Cemetery request funds

www.rollingh.com

( Buy 3 Mums
Get 1 FREE

MSU to host blood drive

Calloway High SBDM to meet
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Fall Is For Planting
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The Calloway County High School Site Base Decision Making
Council will meet on Wednesday, Sept. 8, at 3:30 p.m. in die library
media center. The public is invited to attend.

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
Closed Labor Day!
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A science seminar titled,
"Sustainable Product Design
and Development Using Life
Cycle Analysis" will be held at
West Kentucky Community and
Technical College. Sept. 20,
from 2-3 p.m. in Waller Hall
112.
Dr. Michael Kemp. environmental engineering technology
professor at Murray State
University, will be the featured
speaker. Dr. Kemp will discuss
the design and development of
products by applying "life
cycle" analysis - all the steps
necessary for a pmduces existence. such as raw material production. manufacture, distribution. use and disposal.
"Sustainability encompasses
efficient use and the long-life of
resources. and we want to provide our students and the community with the opportunity to
learn about these processes that
effect our environment." said
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Mr. and Mrs. William and
Haley Castleberry, of Almo. are
the parents of a daughter.
Bentleigh Jo Castleberry'. hom
on Thursday, Sept. 2. 2010, dt
8:07 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed five
pounds 10 ounces and measured
18 3/4 inches. A brother is
Chandler Thomas Castleberry.
Grandparents are Charles
Richard of Almo, Marie
Castleberry of Murray and
David Leach of Benton.
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Charley' and Dana BaizeII of Murray. announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter. Kayla Renee Bazzell. to Joshua Lynn
Johnson. son of Jackie and Janet Wyatt and Roger and Anita
Johnson. all of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 201)6 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 2010 graduate of Murray State University with a
degree in Organizational Communication and a minor in Youth and
Non-Profit. She is employed by Murray State University.
The groom-elect graduated Valedictorian in 2006 from Calloway'
County High School and graduated Summa Cum Latiee from
Murray State University' in 2010 with a degree in Finance. He is an
agent for Chad Cmhran State Farm in Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 18. 2010, at 2:30 p.m. at the
University' Church of Christ. Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Derek and
Jennifer
Plummer.
of
Collierville, Tenn.. are the parents of a son. Nicholas Ethan
Plummer. tx)rn on Thursday.
July 8, 2010, at 1:24 p.m. at
Baptist Memorial Hospital for
Women in Memphis, Tenn.
The baby weighed eight
pounds and measured 20 3/4
inches. A sister is Aubrey Nicole
Plummer, 3 1/2. The mother is
the former Jennifer Marie
Pardue of Almo.
Grandparents are Keith and
Debbie Pardue of Almo and
Deborah Plummer of Murray. A
great-grandmother is Virginia
Oresic of Nashville, Tenn.
Aunts and uncles are James
Andrew Pardue of San Jose,
Calif. and Jared and Jennifer L.
Plummer of Murfreesboro.
Tenn.

Local AA meeting times listed
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615 South 12th
St.. in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday.8 p.m., closed, smoking.
12x 12 study; Monday, 8 p.m. open. smoking; Tuesday. 8 p.m.
closed, no smoking: Wednesday, I I a.m. closed, no smoking, 6
p.m.. closed. ladies meeting, smoking. 8 p.m.. open, smoking;
Thursday. 8 p.m. closed, smoking. big book meeting; Fnday, 12
noon. open. no smoking. lunchtime meeting. 8 p.m. open, smoking.
New comers; Saturday, 10 a.m., open. no-smoking, 8 p.m. open, nosmoking. speaker meeting; last Saturday in the month al 8 p.m.
"Eat-n-Meet- potluek.
Closed meetings are tor people who think they have a problem
with alcohol and want to give it up. Open meetings are for anyone
who wants to attend an AA meeting_ For information, call Mitch at
753-9320. or Kathy
;', "
'
or Chuck at 436-2552

Nicholas Ethan Plummer

Photo by Sam! Teague
GARDEN SCHOLARSHIP: The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club presented
its MSU Agriculture Scholarship to Collin Murphy. second from left. a junior who is studying tc
be a golf course superintendent The presentation was made at a salad luncheon on Thursday,
Sept. 2, at the club house. Pictured with Murphy from left to right are Dr. Pat Williams, Marlene
Beach and Pat Harrington.

MHS class
of 1990 to
hold reunion

•ev.- .
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The Murray High School
Class of 1990 will have its 20year reunion Sept. 17-18. On
Friday. Sept. 17, attend the
NIHS Homecoming game and
sit in a reserved area for alumni.
After the game. meet at The Big
Apple in the reserved room at
your cost. On Saturday'. Sept.
18. at 9 a.m. attend a free tour of
MHS and enjoy donuts. That
evening, from 6 p.m. to midnight. enjoy dinner and socializing at the Murray Banquet
Center. Dinner includes choice
of two meats, with two sides
and dessert. The cost of dinner
is $25 per person.
The deadline for reservations
is Sept. 15. For more information, contact Lance Allison at
mymurray.com
or
Stephanie
Balmer
at
balmers0Pwk.net.
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Get 5 beet softshell tacos for lust *5 aftel 5 p.m
Lettuce. cheese and bold. beefy goodness included.
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Bobby R. Miller, Sr.

•BP: Companies...
From Fr ont

Funeral services tor Bobby R. Miller, Sr.. 78, of
Calvert City.. were held today. Wednesday. Sept. 8.
2010. at 9 a.m. at Milner & Orr Funeral Home of
Paducah with die Rev. Mark Sickling officiating.
Burial followed at Elm Grove Baptist Church
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Sillier died Saturday. Sept. 4, 2010, at 9:30 a.m. at Momingside
of Paducah.
A member of First Baptist Church of Calvert City. he retired
from Airco-Carbide and was a combat veteran of the Korean War
Miller was preceded in death by his parents. Claude Clayton
Miller and Lillian Neyenhaus Miller: and one brother.
He is survived by his wife of 52 years. Martha Parker Miller;
two sons. Bobby R. Miller, Jr. of Paducah and William (Billy)
Miller of Huntington Beach. Calif.; three sisters. Allene Gibbons
of Calloway County. Alberta Ford of Benton. and Lilly Sheppard
of Benton: one brother. Gerald Miller of Calif.; five grandchildren;
and several nieces a id nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may tie made to The Lourdes
Foundation for the benefit of the Ray and Kathryn Eckstein Heart
Center, 1530 Lone Oak Rd.. Paducah. Ky.. 42003.

Paid Obituaries

ly prepared to manage an escalating well control situation."
the report said.
A Transocean lawyer r.aiti the
company had no immediate
comment on the report
Shares in BP extended gains
after the release of the report.
The stock was up 2 percent at
414.95 pence ($6.41) shortly
after the report was made public
Wednesday'.
The report was generated by a
BP team led by Mark Bly, BP's
head of safety and operations.
BP's report is far from the
final word on possible causes of
the explosion, as several diviSIMS of the U.S. government,
including
the
Justice
Department. Coast Guard and
Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management. Regulation and
Enforcement. are also investigating.
Also, a key piece of the puzzle
— the blowout preventer that

Rebecca Sue Wilkerson Cooper

tailed to stop the oil from leaking from the well off the
Louisiana coast — was raised
from the water Saturday. As of
Tuesday afternoon. it had not
reached a NASA facility in New
Orleans where government
investigators planned to analyze
it. so those conclusions were not
be part of BP's repon.
The April 20 ng explosion
killed 11 workers and led to 206
million gallons of oil spewing
from BP's undersea well.
Investigators know the explosion was tngg.ered by a bubble
of methane gas that escaped
from the well and shot up the
drill column. expanding quickly
as it burst through several seals
and barriers before igniting.
But they don't know' exactly
how or why the gas escaped.
And they don't know why the
blowout preventer didn't seal
the well pipe at the sea bottom
after the eruption. as it was supposed to.
The details of BP's internal

Rebecca Sue Wilkerson Cooper, 87. went home
to be with her Heavenly Father Saturday, Sept. 4,
2010. She died suddenly and peacefully surrounded by her loving family, in Kennewick, Wash.
She was born April 25, 1923, in Calloway
County and graduated from Lynn Grove High
School in tlse class of 1942. Like many other
young persons upon graduation she went to
Detroit. Mich.. to work in the defense plants to
help in the war effort. In 1945 she rnarried Fred
Cooper
Cotiper when he retumed from serving in combat
in the European Theater of World War II. They continued to live
in or near Berkley'. Mich. She was a Supervisor with Sanders
Candy Co. until her retirement. She enjoyed motor tours across
the United States and especially Branson, Mo. and similar points
of interest. She was a Baptist and loved gospel music. She kept
abreast of the times through her daily newspapers and television
programs.
In 2007 she moved to Hawthorne Court. a retirement conununity
in Kennewick. Wash., to be near her daughter arid family. She was
able to maintain her own apartment arid live independently, which
was of utmost importance to her.
She v.as preceded in death by her husband Fred Cooper; her parents. Tom and Jewel Wilkerson; brother. Lynn Wilkerson; and
grand-daughter, Susan Elaine Woehler.
Survivors include her daughter. Marilyn Sue Woehler and husband. David of Kennewick Wash.: two grandsons. Fred Woehler
of Spokane, Wash.. and Gregory Woehler arid wife. Kerri of Mt.
Vcmon, Wash.; one great-granddaughter. Sydney Woehler; brother,
Hugh Wilkerson of Arlington. Texas; two sisters, Iva Nel Miller of
Royal Oak, Mich.. and Linda Fay Clark and husband. Ray of
Murray; one sister-in-law, Ozell Wilkerson of Owasso, Okla.; and
several nieces. nephew's. cousins, and many friends.
Visitation will be at the J. H. Churchill Funeral Horne Thursday
evening. Sept. 9, from 5-8 p.m.. with funeral services Fnday
moming at I I a.m. in the chapel of the funeral home. Rev. Boyd
Smith will officiate arid burial will follow in the Sinking Spring
cemetery.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.corn2

repon were closely' guarded — money on d project that was 43
and only: a short list of people days and more than S.20 million
saw it ahead of its release.
behind schedule at the time of
There were signs of problems the blast.
prior to the explosion, including
In its report, BP defended the
an unexpected loss of fluid from well's design, which has been
a pipe known :IS
nser five criticized by industry experts.
hours before the explosion that
"The investigation teani
could have indicated a leak in reviewed the decision to install
the blowsut preventer.
a 9 7/8 in. x 7 in. long string
Witnes statements stiow that production casing rather than a
rig workers talked just minutes 7 in. production liner, which
before the blowout about pres- would have been tied back to
sure problems in the well.
the wellhead later. anti concludAt first, nobody seemed too ed that both options provided a
worried. workers have said. sound basis of design."
Then panic set in.
In June. the House Committee
Workers called their bosses to on Energy and Commerce's chairreport that the well was "coming men said it was BP that made five
in" and that they were "getting crucial decisions before the
mud back." The dnlling super- Deepwater Horizon well blowout
visor, Jason Anderson, tried to that "posed a trade-off between
shut down the well.
cost and well safety." One of
It didn't work. At least two those decisions: BP opted against
explosions turned the rig into an conducting a "cement bond log"
inferno.
to test the integnty of a cement
Members of Congress, indus- job at the well. A cement bond log
try experts and workers who would have cost more than
survived the rig explosion have $128.000 and taken 9 to 12 hours
accused BP's engineers of cut- to perform. the committee's letter
ting comers to save time and notes.

rei
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Sirs. Hazel Ann Olson. 74, of Benton, formerly of Spnng Creek
Health Care. died Saturday, Sept. 4. 2010, at 12:15 a.m. at her
daughter's home.
She was a homemaker and a member of the Glendale Road
Church of Christ. She was born on December I. 1935, in
Calloway County. Kentucky.
She is survived by her daughter Esther Marie Hester Donoho
(Warren Dyke). of Benton; a son, John Robert Olson, of
Kissinunee, Fla.; three brothers, William Ray Parrish (Mary) of
Metropolis, III.. L.B. Parrish (Shirley,. Danny Parrish (Marsha),
and one sister Ella Kathryn Bynum all of Murray; also four grandchildren. Elizabeth Anjanette (Anjiet Hester Jones (Howell) of
Sedalia, Rebecca Marie Hester Pence (Rodney Alan) of Streator,
III., Zachary and Emily Olson of Kissimmee, Fla., four greatgrandchildren. Sarah, Hannah. and Molly Jones of Sedalia. and
Sophia Marie Michele Pence of Streator. Ill.. also adopted granddaughters Dav.'n Young and (Robert) of Chester, Ill. and Jennifer
Dyke of Louisville, and three adopted great-grandsons, Tyler
Larose. Brett Pingel. and Garvin Young of Chester, III., also several nieces, nephews and cousins and special fnend Margaret
Hesselrode of Murray.
Preceded in death by her husband Master Sergeant Robert W.
Olson. her parents, Loin:in and Annis Marie Smith Parrish.
Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. . on Wednesday. Sept. 8,
2010, at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Rev.
David Cunningham will officiate. Bunal will follow in the Hick,
Cemetery in Murray. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. on Tuesday.
Sept. 7. 2010. at the funeral home.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
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segregated community, he cited
a study that shows the number
tk one complaint from a child
s: whose parents are going
through a divorce.
(s, "Kids complained the most
about not being involved in the
process. You have to be careful
and not put them in the middle
of a custody battle hut you
have to listen to them." he said.
He told a fable about a hummingbird frantically trying to
put out a forest tire with small
blasts of water. W'hen
ov.1
asked him why he even txithcred. the hummingbird
answered, "I'm doing what I
2.
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II Cunningham...
can." and Cunningham asked
the attendees to do the same for
the children.
"Keep doing what you can,"
he said.
The banquet raised S7,172 for
CASA, according to Jennifer
Apple, CASA chair. which
doesn't include any late donations. The group is currently in
the application process of several grants and has cut office
hours down to a part-time operation to cut costs.
"We're keeping our fingerv
crossed." Apple said. "We are
still providing all services and
staying within state guidelines.
and people are still aware that
CASA is out there."
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Injuries, eligibility issues plague Racers at WR
kRRIS WILL MISS SATURDAY'S GANIt:
N() TIME1ABLE F()R RETURN OF
ROBERTSON, TROTIER

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

Murray State heai coach Chris Hatcher talks to his players after a recent practice at Roy Stewart Stadium. The
Racers host Southeast Missouri State Saturday at 6 p.m.

OV(' NOTEBOOK

JSU must
refocus after
historic win

By TOMMY DOLLARD
Sports Editor
The wide receiver position
was once a well-stocked one for
Murray State, overflowing with
the kind of depth ;and talent the
Racers don't have anywhere else
on the field.
Now, it's disintegrated into a
nightmare for first-year head
Loach Chris Hatcher.
How good Murray State can
become offensively may largely
depend on the eligibility status
of receivers Patnck Robertson
and Ja-Vonta Trotter, decisions
for which Hatcher said Tuesday'
he had no timetable.

At Tuesday's press conference. Hatcher also said he doesn't know how long his team will
be without Preseason All-Ohio
Valley; Conference wideout
Marcus Hiuris, who bruised his
knee in last Thursday's opener
against Kent State, a 41-10 loss.
Harris will be a scratch for
Saturday's home debut against
Southeast Missouri State, leaving the Racers potentially without three of their top wide
receivers.
Senior Rashad Daniels is also
questionable due to a hand
injury he suffered against Kent
State.

Southeast Missouri at
Murray State
When: 6 p m
Where: Roy Stewed Stadium
Radio: WFGS. 103 FM
Records: SEMO 0-1 (0-0 OVCI MSU
0-1 (0-0 OVCI
Series: MSU bads 36-7-1
Lest Meeting: SEMO won 49-13 in
Cape Girardeau, kika on Nov 14
2009

"Marcus Harris gets all the
accolades, but Trotter and
Robertson aren't far behind. if at
all," Hatcher said. "We had a
bevy of talent out there, and now
we've kind of had to start over
this week and move some guys
out wide from other ixisitions."
Hatcher didn't go into detail
regarding the situations of
Robertson and Trotter. but said

Shooter's night

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Chris Hatcher has an interesting perspective on fellow Ohio Valley Conference
member Jacksonville State's thrilling,
come-from-behind 49-48 win in double
overtime at Ole Miss Saturday.
While the rest of the OVC basked in the
glory; of the league's first victory over a
Southeastern Conference foe since it was
formed in 1948, Hatcher offered up a
warning based on personal expenence.
When Appalachian State upended
Michigan in 2007, pulling off the mostcelebrated FCS-over-FBS upset in history,
it was his own unranked Georgia Southern
team that rolled into Bcxme, N.C., and
knocked off the Mountaineers seven weeks
later.
"They had the nation's longest winning
stret.ak at home. and we beat them up there
at their place," he said Tuesday. ".. But as
far as showing that our conference has
some good teams and can play at a high
level, it was good for the OVC. Those
things don't happen too often."
That might be an understatement.
The Gamecocks were the toast of the
conference on Tuesday's coaches teleconference after their OVC-over-SEC miracle
which has garnered a storm of national
media attention and propelled Jacksonville
State to No. 5 in The Sports Network
media poll this week.
The ranking is the highest for an OVC
squad since Western Kentucky came in at
fifth in 20(8).
The Gamecocks sit at No. 6 in the
coaches poll and received two first-place
votes. one of which Tennessee-Martin
coach Jason Simpson confirmed he was
responsible for.
"Why wouldn't you (vote them No.
11?" Simpson asked Tuesday. "One, they
beat an SEC team. Two. they're in our conference. I know what quality players they
have. Right now, in my opinion, they're
the best team in the country."
()V(' spokesman Kyle Schwartz called
RICKY MARTIN ,_,
:tiger & Tr-es
Jacksonville State's win the league's Murray sophomore Lyssie Wright battles Graves County's Destiny White during Tuesday's game at
Mallary France Soccer Complex. Wright assisted on the Lady Tigers final goal
of the night.
MI See OVC. 2C

School

OVC(Clverall)

Austin Peay
Jacksonville State
TwinesSee State
Eastern lihrtais
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
SOutheaSt MiSsoun State
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

Iliereday, Seat. 2
Nara Slate 41. Murray State 10
Bah State 27 Southeast Missouri 10
Austin Peay 38, Cumberland 6
&denim See4 4
Iowa 37. Eastern Illinois 7
Jacksonville Stale 49, Ole Miss 48
Tennessee 50, Ul- Martin 0
Arkansas 44. Tennessee Tech 3
Tennessee Slate 27. Alabama AAM 14
Seardes, Up!11
Central Arkansas at Eastern Illinois 1 30 p in
Eastem Kentucky at Loutsville, 2 30 p m
Southeast Missoun at Murray State. 6 30 p m
Tennessee SI is Jackson St (at Memphisl. 6 p m
Austin Peay at Middle Tennessee. 6 p m
Chattanooga at Jacksonville St 6 p m
UT Martin at Southeastern Iciursiana. 6 p m
Tennessee Tech at TCU.6 p m

in See RACERS,2C

PREP GIRLS SOCCER: MURRAY 4, GRAVES CO. 1

VICTORY OVER
OLE MISS TALK OF
THE CONITRENCE

FoOTBAU
STANDINGS

they are dealing with "NCAA
issues" and that he was not surpnsed they were ineligible to
play last week.
In all. Murray State was
without five players at Kent
State due to eligibility issues.
Three — starting defensive
tackle Lamar Theus. receiver
Dexter Durrante and running
back Mike Harris — are expected to be available this week.
Robertson and Trotter are the
question marks.
"They may get cleared this
week. and they may not get
cleared up at all this season."
Hatcher said.
That leaves senior Daniel Ard
and two first-year players. redshirt freshman Arthur Brackett

Saturday

LADY TIGERS
FIRE 30 SHOTS,
GET BIG DISTRICT
VICTORY
Ry RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Mickey McCuiston knows his Lady
Tigers are a good team.
He knows ttx.), that unless they can
finish amund the net. that's all they' will
ever be.
The Lady Tigers (7-21 took 30 shots
in a 4- I victory over Graves County (35-11 ai the Mallary France Soccer
Complex Tuesday night — 16 of those
shots were on goal.
"They came out and played well,
moved the ball around well. had good
possessions and I like the way they controlled the tempo of the game.McCuiston said. -We created a lot of
opportunities because of our possession
and we were setting the tempo, but we
just couldn't put it in the back of the
net."
The Lady Tigers barely missed on
four headers coming off comer kicks,
and pushed several shots outside the
posts after good possessions leading up
to the shots.
"We made really good moves and got
into open space. we just missed.McCuiston said.
The Lady Tigers did not miss every
shot. however, gening on the board in
the 15th minute of the first when sophomore Ally son Futrell found fellow sophomore Kayla Verburg to give f‘Iiirray
High the early 1-0 advantage.
Eleven minutes later, the Lady Tigers
pushed the lead to 2-0 when junior Jaclin
•See LACY TIGERS, 2C

10W
School
Marshall County
fvlurray
Mayfield
Graves County
Calloway County

2ts DISTRICT
SIMMS
ONL(ONwal)
4-0(9-1)
3-0 (7-21
1-2-1 (4-4-1)
0-2-1 (3-5-1)
0-4 (4-6)

PREP BOYS SOCCER: GRAVES CO. 3, MURRAY 2

District downer
T1(;ERS CAN I'l FIND
EQUALIZER,
FALL T() EAGLFS
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
The Tigers were waiting for a goal.
Trailing 3-2 in the second half of Tuesday
night's district showdown with Graves
County, Murray High, who trailed a majonty
of the game, could not get the momentum to
shift back to their sideline, allowing the Eagles
to claim their second win against a 2nd
District foe.
"Unfortunately. we couldn't get one in to at
least tie it up." Murray head coach Jim Baurer
said. "I thought if we could tie it up. we might
get some momentum, hut that never happened."
The Tigers, who Baurer said were out-

2wo DISTRICT
STANDINGS
School
Calloway County
Marshall County
Graves County
Murray
Mayfield
Community Christian

Dist (Oveiall)
4-0-1 (6-0-1)
2-1 0-2)
3-2(5-3-1)
1-1-1 (4-2-1)
0-3(1-4)
0-3 (1-51

played dunng the first half. struck first in the
34th minute behind a goal trom junior A.).
Bokeno.
Graves County answered quickly however,
two minutes later on a goal from Nicholas
Prather. drawing the score to I-1.
In the 32nd minute it was Murray High
again :jetting on the board. this time on a goal
Irmo sophomore Alex Ward. IA ith Alex
•See TIGERS, 2C

RICKY MARTIN
Ledger 8. Tmes

Murray junior
Johnny Thiede
gets a head on
this ball as a
Graves County
defender looks
on
Tuesday
night
at
Mallary France
Soccer
Compiex. The
Tigers tell 3-2.
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Masthay Calloway takes CCA to 3rd set
named
Packers'
starting
punter
Staff Report
Callow ay County battled
First Region All 'A' champion
Community Christi in to a third
set Tuesday night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium but couldn't secure
the win.
CCA looked as if they would
make quick work of the Lady
Lakers in the first set, rolling to

FORMER
MURRAI'
KENTLICKY
S'FANDOUT
()PENS SEASON
SUNDAY

a 25-8 victory. But Calloway
roared back in the second. winning 25-22.
The Lady Lakers then played
the Lady Warriors to within two
points in thr final set, but fell
25-23.
Lexie Watson led Calloway
with 14 points while also serving four aces, notching four kills

Laker boys, girls sweep Heath
SMITH LEADS
TIGERS PAST
MAYFIELD
Stall newt
Calloway' County's boys and
girls swept Heath in a duel match
at Oaks Country Club Tuesday.
The Laker boys shot oneunder par as a team, firing a 143
to beat Heath's 184.
Calloway was paced by
Chasten Howard and Daniel
Harper, both of whom fired 35s.
Connor Wagner shot 36, while

Brock Simmons and Ryan Butler
also came in in the 30s at 37 and
39, respectively.
On the girls side, the Lady
Lakers shot 155 as a team to
defeat Heath's 181.
Three golfers shot in the 30s
for Calloway, paced by Madison
Connell. who fired a 36. Madison
Contri shot 38 while Summer
Simmons shot 39.
Calloway will host Hickman
County on Thursd;ay at Oaks.
Murray scrapes past thellsid
Mayfield's
boys
edged
Murray by four strokes Tuesday
at Mayfield Country Club. As a

•Racers
From Page 1C
and
sophomore
transfer
Hannibal Beauford, as the likely
top targets for quarterback Jeff
Ehrhardt against SEMO.
The Racers were strong
through the air at Kent State
despite the absences-Ehrhardt
completed 63 percent of his
passes for 258 yards. Ard and
Brackett were both bright spots.
going for 71 and 78 receiving
yards, respectively.
True
freshman
Walter
Powell, who Hatcher said he had
hoped to redshirt, converted
defensive back Darrian Skinner
and
backup
quarterback
Marshyl Rothman could also
figure into the receiving corps
Saturday.
Skinner is a transfer from
Hofstra, a former FCS school
which abruptly dropped its football program after the 2009 season, leaving players free to
transfer to other FCS schools
without penalty
Disappointment breeds
improvement
Hatcher said he w as pleased
to see the way his team reacted
after viewing tape of their loss at
Kent State.

Aftprood. 7kregeril

"Our guys were disappointed
they didn't execute in certain
phases of the game," he said.
-They felt like they had a chance
to win, or at least be in the ballgame in the fourth quarter.
which I take as a positive. From
that standpoint. I feel good
about our team."
Some of those phases in
which the Racers didn't measure
up were in special teams and
missed tackles. According to
Hatcher, Murray State missed 29
tackles, costing them 175 yards.
The Racers also struggled in
special teams coverage, the most
glaring error of which came on a
92-yard kickoff return at the
beginning of the second half.
"I thought we hadn't practiced with intensity on special
teams, but I figured maybe they
were ready to play," Hatcher
said. "We'll make some personnel adjustments there this week,
and most of our starters will be
in on special teams. We wanted
to see what some other guys
could do."
Murray State also managed
just minus-65 yards rushing as a
team against the FBS opposition, something Hatcher blamed
largely on sacks and his aban/
4
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Glendale Road Church of Christ
Murray, Kentucky
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team. the Tigers shot 169, not
quite good enough to equal
Mayfield's 165.
Murray was paced by Jordan
Smith, who shot 38.
On the girls side, the Lady
Tigers shot 233 as a team.
Mayfield did not field enough
golfers to accumulate a team
score.
Earlena Sheets led Murray
with a 51.
The Tigers and Lady Tigers
return to action today. traveling
to Oak Hill Country Club in
Clinton to take on Hickman
County.
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SCOREBOARD
Kentucky Football Prep Pc7Is
By The Associated Press
LOUISViLLE Ky itAPt -- The top
learns tn the Kentucky AP high school
toolbaS polls, Mit, first-place voles
records. points and previous ransings
Class 2A
Rank-School
FPVRcd TP Pve
1 N'pon Cent Cath (8) 3-0 142
1
2 Danville
16) 3-0 133
2
3 Monroe Co
- 3-0 110
3
4 Murray
4
3-0 103
5 Lou. DeSales
2-1 73
7
6 Glasgow
2-0 55
10
7 Prestonsburg
(1) 2-1 54
T5
8 Fort Campbell
TS
0-3 42
9 Owensboro Cattiohc- 2-1 32
9
10 Corbin
- 1-1 20
8
Others receiving votes 11. Green Co
15 12. Washington Co 11 13.
Caldwell Co 10 13, Neviport 10 15,
Carroll Co 6 16. Middlesboro 5 16.
Lou Chnstian Academy 5 18, Leshe
Co 4 19 Owen Co 2 19. Cov Holy
Cross 2

Rank-School

Class 4A
FPV Rcd TP

1 Boyle Co
2 Bell Co

i(
13
032
1 _: 3
73
23_ -00
G:
14

213

- 2-0 104

4

Lone
meO
4
3 "c4
sak
5 Lou western
-. l
il 6
33
7
5
6 Allen Co -ScottsviSe1:1 )12_2
-0 6
64
1
6
8
7 Lex Catholic
8 Lawrence Co
- 2-0 14
9 Manon Co
10 Knox Central
2-1 28
10
Others recetving votes 11 Martha
Layne Collins 23 12. Franklin-Simpson
14 13, West Jessamme 11 14 Rowan
Co 10 15 East Jessamene 3
KHSAA Sports Today
Prep Boys Soccer
Tuesday
Graves Co 3. Murray 2
Calloway Co 3 St Mary 0
Prep Girls Soccer
Tuesday
Murray 4. Graves C,
,
)
Mayfield 3. Cali.
Prep Volleyball
Tuesday
Commundy Christian 2 Calloway
(25-8. 22-25. 25-23)

)
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From Page 1C
ize on any of their shots, including an Alex Bokeno bicycle kick,
Bokeno providing the assist.
Graves and Prather would that barely missed wide left.
With the loss. Baurer did say
provide the equalizer again howdonment of the running game ever, less than two minutes later his team will try to make minor
early due to Kent State's superi- v.iien freshman Isaac Marrs adjustments before the All "A"
or size and strength up front.
found Prather again for his sec- Classic in Frankfort this weekquestiossable
end, but that his team really just
ond goal of the match.
Among the list of questionIn what had been a back and has to play their brand of soccer.
able players for Saturday's Ohio forth tilt for much of the first
"This time of the season there
Valley Conference opener is half, Murray would miss their isn't a lot you can do," Baurer
junior left
guard
Dylan turn, with Graves scoring again said. "You can try to fine tune
Mundella, who Hatcher calls in stoppage time of the first half, and point out some things. but
one of his better offensive line- taking the 3-2 halftime lead-a you can't just change the way
men, due to injury.
you•re playing."
lead they would not relinquish.
There will be some shifting
Baurer said the Tigers will use
"(Graves) carne out and beat
on the offensive line, regardless us the first half," Bauret said. this week to get prepared physiof whether or not Mundella "We obviously weren't able to cally and mentally for the All
piays.
play for whatever reason, and "A." and will need a better game
True freshman center Harris they' obviously beat us the first against their opponents in
Bivin will likely slide over to a half. I thought the second half Frankfort than they' showed
guard slot with Brock Rydecki was better, but basically you saw against Graves.
taking over the center position. the score in the first half."
"With All "A" this weekend.
If Mundella can't play, Andy
During the second half, hopefully we will come out a litMahoney will move to left guard Murray High applied pressure tle more focused and ready to
while C.J. Matthews will fill in offensively, but could not capital- play than we did tonight."
at right guard.
"Taking that pressure of
snapping (off Bivin) might help
him," Hatcher said.
From Page 1C
majority of practice on our finishHanle sweet home
Patterson assisted junior Megg ing skills," McCuiston said. "We
Hatcher says he hasn't given
Hudson, taking the game into can't have that many opportunimuch thought to trotting out of
ties and not convert more of them
halftime.
the tunnel at Roy Stewart
When both teams stepped up into goals, especially at the All
Stadium for the first time on
defensively early' in the second "A." We may get away' with that
Saturday.
half. it was the Murray High in the first game. but as we get
"I'm a day-by-day guy," he
defense that broke first, giving up into the semifinals and finals, we
said. "My stomach is in knots
the goal in the 19th minute to the have to score v.hen we have the
about going out to practice
chance or we aren't going to win."
Lady Eagles' Kirsten Herndon.
today, correcting things we need
Murray High did welcome
Murray would respond in the
to get better at. I hope we have a
final ten minutes however. behind back junior captain Victoria
big crowd. I'm just worried
goals from Patterson on a penalty Verburg Tuesday night, who had
about our guys going out and
kick
and
senioi
Hannah missed two weeks with a concusplaying the way I think we're
McAllister. who was assisted by sion.
capable of playing."
"She really is a stabilizing facsophomore Lyssie Wright.
McCuiston said even though tor for us in the central back posihe is happy to have the win, the tion," McCuiston said. "Without
Lady Tigers will need a much her we lack a little bit of the vocal
From Page 1C
sharper performance at the All aspect that you need from defense
biggest since Eastern Kentucky "A" Classic this v.'eekend in in terms of getting organized and
geming in shape and having her
won the 1982 Division I -AA Frankfort.
''We are going to spend a back was arid will be a big plus for
championship.
It was the first win for a conference school over an FBS (formerly 1-A)opponent since 2004
team could face.
Even after backup quarterwhen Eastern Illinois beat
"Certainly with ESPN inter- back Coty Blanchard, a true
Eastern Michigan.
viewing you and all that stuff, freshman, completed a 30-yard
But Hatcher's warning holds
we've got a huge challenge just touchdown pass and the ensuing
water, especially considering the
to realize who we are and what two-point conversion in overcompetition the Gamecocks will
we•re doing," Crowe said. time to lift Jacksonville State on
face
this
week, hosting
"Chattanooga is really, really Saturday, Crowe said starter
Chattanooga, a team that nearly
good. I'm happy' about where Marques Ivory, will remain just
pulled an upset of third-ranked
we are. but I feel very chal- that - his starter.
Appalachian State on Saturday,
lenged to build on that. I don't
Ivory didn't hal:v. a shabby
falling 42-41.
think it's going to be eits‘ for stat line himself. going I3-forAppalachian had to score 28
us."
23 for 126 yards and two touchfourth-quarter points to rally
No QS controversy at 1St)
downs against the Rebels.
past the Mocs. who were 30th in
the TSN poll this week.
For his part, Jacksonville
MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL
State head coach Jack Crowe is
well-aware of the pitfalls his
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Our 31st Annual Ladies' Day
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and coming up with three digs.
With the loss, the Lady
Lakers fall to 6-11 on the season. CCA impmved to 10-4.
Whirray-Ballard match canceled
Murray' has been forced to
cancel its Thursday match versus Ballard Memorial scheduled
for 7 p.m. at Tiger Gym.

PREP GOLF

Staff Report
Former Murra) High and
Kentucky punter Tim Masthay
has won the starting job with the
Green
Bay
Packers, the
Mrlwaukee Journal Sentinel
reported Tuesday.
The Packers cut 20 players on
Saturday, and among them was
Chris Bryan. who had been battling Masthay for the job.
Masthay survived the final cuts.
"I know that it is a critical
role." he told the Journal
Sentinel. "I know that
am
expeoed to contribute. I guess 1
try not to think about that. Really
that would kind of make it added
pressure.
Coach
(Mike)
McCarthy' likes to talk about getting rid of negative thoughts. So
I don't really want to add that
into the mix.Masthay's preparation for his
first regular-season NFL game
Sunday will include working
more with long snapper Brett
Goode for field-goal attempts by
Mason Crosby, according to the
Journal-Sentinel.
He will continue punting on
the same course he established in
training camp. He averaged 44.9
yards(gross)in eight punts in the
preseason.
"I didn't really' have many
highs and lows since March,
which was nice," he said. "I was
mentally and emotionally able to
he more stable because of that."
Besides his punting ability,
Masthay also can kick off.
Masthay kicked off in college
and was second in the
Southeastern Conference with
23 touchbacks as a senior.
Green Bay. will play its season-opener at Philadelphia at
3:15 p.m. Sunday.
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the Tigers were Des•Jahvonni
Miles. Tre Hornbuckle, John
Winchester arid Miles Eble.
Offensively the Tigers were
able to move the hall at will
behind strong offensive line play'
and a balkuiced performance in
the
backfield
by
Miles.
Winchester and Jake Santiago.
The Tigers will return to
action on Thursday night at
Marshall County.
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Staff Report
Thc Murray Middle eighth
grade football team improved to
2-2 on the season with a 34-12
victory over Fulton City on
Tuesday night at Ty Holland
Stadium.
The Tigers dominated the
game defensively, holding the
Bulldogs to negative yardage
through three quarters of play.
Leading the way defensively for

at Traders Mall Off of 124 Exit 16
• Sept. 11th & 12th
-•
Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.•Sunday 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
•
Tables S45.00
•
Admission S5.00• Kids 12 & Under Free
Register for a gun giveaway!
*BUY ...SELL OR TRADE

270-521-6959
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Fla. minister: Sept. 11
Quran burn still planned
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Students at North Calloway Elementary School were treated to a surprise
lunch visit from family members Tuesday during the
school's Grandparents' Day. Pictured, Katelyn lnglish. kindergarten student, third
from left. makes her way through the lunchline ahead of her grandp3rents, Sammy and Janie Inglish.

mail to The Associated Press
that "images of the burning of a
Quran would undoubtedly he
used
extremists
by
in
Afghanistan -- and around the
world -- to inflame public ()pinion and incite violence.Gen. Ray (khemo. the former
top commander in Iraq. said
Wednesday he fears that
extremists will use the incident
to sow hatred against U.S.
troops overseas.
"This feeds right into what
they want." Odierno said on
NBC's "Today Show. Odierno
now heads of U.S. Joint Forces
Command.
Jones responded that he is also
concerned but is "wondering.
•When do we stop?"' He refused
to cancel the protest at his Dove
World Outreach Center but said
he was still praying about it.
"How much do we back
dowtf! How many times do we
back down'?" Jones told the AP.
"Instead of us backing down.
maybe it's time to stand up.
Maybe it's time to send a message to radical Islam that we
will not tolerate their behavior."
Secretary of State Hillary
Rodharn Clinton added her disapproval at a dinner in observance of [Bar. the breaking of
the daily fast dunng the Muslim
holy month of Ramadan.

Firefigtters to step up attack on Boulder blaze
By DAN ELLIOTT
northwest of Boulder and rapidand P. SOLOMON BANDA
ly. spread across 5 1/2 square
Associated Press Writer
miles or 3,500 acres. Erratic 45BOULDER. Colo. ( API
mph gusts sometimes sent the
Firefighters ramped up their tire in two directions at once.
fight Tuesday against a 3,500- Brough said there is no indicaacre wildfire that has forced tion it was intentionally set.
about 3.0(X) people t() evacuate
Crews managed to save the
and destroyed dozens of homes historic town of Gold Hill,
near Boulder. including some including an old West grocery
that belonged to firefighters.
store and structures once used
Calmer winds were in the for stagecoach stops. But fireforecast and authorities planned fighters in the area had to reloto dump two to three times the cate 'her: engines and equip,
amount of fire retardant from ment several times to avoid the
the air than they did Monday. flames.
w.hen gusty winds grounded air
Four homes belonging to firetankers for much of the day. lighters were destroyed. Those
Boulder County sheriff's Cmdr. firefighters were allowed to
Rick Brough said.
leave to attend to their families
Fire officials said Monday that and personal affairs, said Laura
dozens of homes have been McConnell. a spokeswoman for
destroyed, but Brough had no the tire management team.
details Tuesday' on exactly how
The lack of inforrnation about
many were lost.
the lire frustrated residents who
The blaze broke out Monday gathered for a morning news
morning in Four Mile Canyon briefing on the blaze.

There's no information about
anything ... I am so frustrated."
said Ronda Plywaski. She said
that she. her husband and their
two German sheperds. Loki and
Doba. left their home Monday
after getting a reversve 911 call.
They spent the night at the evacuation center at CU.
"I just want to know if my
house is OK," she said.
Pabel Bouska, president of the
Sunshine
Fire
Protection
District, was out of town when
the fire started and has not seen
his home since. "I understand
the precaution that the management of the incident are exercising," he said. But. he added that
some of the evacuees already
have more information than
officials are releasing.
After the news conference.
evacuees stood in small groups
exchanging stories and information. Some hugged and others
wiped away tears.

On Monday. winds pushed the
fire through three canyons
where pine trees have been left
prone to fire by. disease, drought
and beetles that burrow under
the bark of pine trees. fire managers said. Such beetles have
killed more than 3.5 million
acres of trees in Colorado and
southeastern Wyoming.
"We haven't had any rain there
for almost a month. Maybe more
than a month," said Craig
Douglas, who lives north of the
fire and received a knock on the
door from a sheriff's deputy at
about 8 p.m. on Monday. "The
humidity the last couple of days
has been in the single digits, so
it was a fire waiting to happen."
The evacuation was hampered
by a failure of the county's
reverse 911 system. Braugh said
the system was down for about
two hours Monday, lea% ing
authorities to rely on the media
to get out word of the tire.

LOS ANGELES (AP) -- A
protest over the fatal police shooting of a Guatemalan immigrant
turned violent when some
demonstrators threv. bottles at
officers, set trash cans on fire and
refused to disperse.
Television
news
footage
show.ed people tossing the ImatIcs
and plastic crates at officers in
riot gear late Monday. near
MacArthur Park. a neighborhood
with a large Central Ament.•an
population west til dov.ntown.
Police declared the protest an
unlawful assembly around 10
p.m. and ordered the dozens of
protesters to disperse. Ilie

ity of the crowd cleared out, but a
small number lingered and
caused trouble, police spokesman
Gregory Back said.
Police arrested and booked four
people on suspicion of inciting a
riot. which would be a misdemeanor, Officer Bruce Borihanh
said. Three officers were bruised
but did not require hospitalization
and went back on duty., and the
confrontation was over by about 2
a.m. Tuesday., he added.
The protest began in the afternoon with demonstrators marching back and forth between a
hustling shopping area where the
shooting occurred and the
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Raft Record
Pictured are boats and personal watercraft recently attempting to set a Guinness World Record for the Largest Boat Tieup, on Lake Cumberland near the Conley Bottom Manna near
Monticello, Ky. There were 1,651 boats tied together - enough
to break a record. The previous record was 1.454 boats.

HE FENCE & DECK CO.

Rampart police station three
blocks away.
Police said three bicycle officers were patrolling the area
Sunday,. \Oen someone flagged
them down and said a man was
threatening passers-by with .t
knife.
A'hen officers confronted the
man,they ordered him to drop the
knife but he refused. Lt. Andrew
Neiman said.
"Instead. he came after the officers with a knife raised in the air.
leading one of the officers to fire
at the suspect," Neiman said.
Authorities have not released
the man's name.

HD

AP Photo/Lexington Herald-Leader Charles Bertram
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Protest over fatal shooting by LAPD turns violent
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Grandparents' Day

By MITCH STACY
Associated Press Wilier
GAINLSVILLE. Ha.(API —
The leader of a small Florida
church that espouses anti-Islam
philosophy' said Wednesday' he
was determined to go through
with his plan to hum copies of
the Quran on Sept. I I. despite
pressure from the White House,
religious leaders and others to
cal! it off.
"We are still determined to it.
yes." the Rev. Terry Jones told
the CBS Early Show.
Jones says he has recei ved
more than 1(1) death threats and
has started wearing a .40-caliber
pistol strapped to his hip since
announcing his plan to hum the
book Muslims consider the
word of God and insist be treated with the utmost respect. The
58-year-old minister proclaimed
in July that he would stage
"International Bum-a-Quran
Day."
Supporters have been mailing
copies of the holy text to his
Gainesville church of about 50
followers to be incinerated in a
bonfire on Saturday to nriark the
ninth anniversary of the 9/11
attacks.
Gen. David Petraeus took the
rare step of a military leader taking a position on a domestic
matter when he v(arned in an e-

by Charles Puckett
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This Unbelieveable Sale Absolutely Ends At Closing Monday!
EVERYTHING'S ON SALE! Living Rooms, Dining Rooms, Bedrooms,
Shop every item in every department for
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MCCH Endowment
donation honors
Margaret Polly
Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare recently
announced that a donation has been made by Walter "Dub" Polly in
memory and how): of his late wife, Margaret Polly. Mr. and Mrs.
Polly, before her death. expressed profound gratitude for the services provided by the Hospice staff dunng Margaret's final months.
Walter stated that he wanted to honor her with a special tnbute of
SI0,000 towards the future Residential Hospice House. The
employee break room at the Hospice House will be named for
Margaret. along with two patient room patios.
Margaret was a well known and respected woman in Murray. She
worked for several years as a certified financial officer at Ford
Motor Company and for 17 years at the Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
She later helped Walter in running Buck's Body Shop. Margaret was
also the mother to ow daughter, Sheila Grogan, who now resides in
Louisville.
In observance of Margaret's passing at the age of 84 on June 27,
2010. after 65 years of marnage, Walter chose to make a special
tribute in her honor by supporting the Residential Hospice House
project.
"Meaningful contributions such as this, are bringing this project
one step closer to a reality," said Keith Travis. VP of Institutional
Development.
"After learning about the Hospice House. I thought it would be
great to honor Maggie by giving back to Maggie's Angels,- Walter
said. "Maggie's Angels is how she often referred to the Hospice
staff that helped care for. and I know she would pleased in supponing the Hospice House project.If you are interested in learning more about naming opportunities
avaiiable with Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare, please
contact Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development at 762-1908.

MCCH welcomes Yee
as Geriatric Behavioral
Health medical director
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is pleased to welcome
Maria Ruiza Yee. M.D..
DFAPA, as the newest member
of the medical staff.
Dr. Yee completed her undergraduate degree in Biology.. and
finished her medical degree at
the
University
of
the
Philippines. She finished her
residency program in Psychiatry
at Temple University Hospital
and her fellowship in Public
Psychiatry at the University of
Pennsylvania.
Yee is certified by the
American Board of Psychiatry'
and a member of several professional memberships including
the
American
Psychiatric
Association. PA Psychiatric
Society,
Lehigh
Valley
Psychiatric Society. American
Medical
Association,
PA
Medical Society, Berks County
Medical Society. and the OCD
Physician Referral Network of
the Obsessive Compulsive
Network.
Yee has proudly served in the
Philippines as a physician in the
Navy for over 2 years. Most
recently. she served as the
Clinical Associate Professor at
Temple University and the
Philadelphia
College
of
Osteopathic Medicine. She was
the Medical Director of the
Clozaril Clinic at The Reading
Hospital and Medical Center, as

Photo provided
A donation was recently made to the Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare in
honor of the late Margaret Polly. Pictured
left to right are Judge Executive Larry Elkins. Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development
, Kim Bumb, Tonia Kelly, Dawn
Brandon, Dub Poliy, Sheila Grogan, daughter of Dub and Margaret Polly, Sherri Boyd,
Sandra Parks. MCCH Board Chair. and
Dee Dee Cohoon. In the back row are Ann Smith and Kerry Lambert, MCCH Chaplain.

Alzheimers
group resumes
at Weaks Center
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is pleased to announce
that the Alzheimer's Support
Grout) will resume its monthly
support group meetings in
September.
The support group will be
meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 14 at
4:30 p.m. at the Shared Care
office at the George Weaks
Community Center located at
607 Poplar St. in Murray.
The support group will be led
by Connie Dailey, LPN. who
has over 20 years experience
with Shared Care at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Free
sitter service will be available
dunng the meeting.
For more information on the
Alzheimer's Support Group,
please call 753-0576.

Study says tai chi
may ease joint pain
MARILYNN PAAPCHIONE
AP Medical Wnter
A small study. of tai chi (tyCHEE') shows it eased painful
Dr. Maria Ruin Yea
joints and other symptoms of
well as. Threshold ACCESS.
fibromyalgai. (fy-bro-my-AL'Yee and her husband. Sandy. ja)
have relocated to the Murray
The ancient Chinese form of
area. In her spare time, she exercise combines meditation
enjoys swimming, reading, with slow, gentle movements,
going to the movies. getting deep breathing and relaxation. It
together with friends and volun- can improve muscle strength.
balance. sleep, and coordination.
teering.
Fibroniyalgia is most common
MCCH is pleased to also
in middle-aged women. Its
announce that Yee will be the cause is unknown.
new medical director of the
The study at Tufts University
Center for Geriatric Behavioral School of Medicine involved 66
Health located on the 2nd Floor patients. They. were assigned to
of the North Tower at Murray- try tai chi or wellness education
Calloway County Hospital. She and stretching exercises for 12
weeks.
is available for consultations
Symptoms of the illness
Monday' through Friday from 8
improved significantly for the
a.m. to 5 p.m. For more informatai chi group and little foi the
tion call 762-1229.
others.
The new Center for Geriatric
The results are in Thursday's
Behavioral Health is expected to New England
Journal of
open later this month.
Medicine.
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JENNIFER FOX & THE PILLOWFIGHTERS
HOLLERHEAD
TREE ROLLINS BAND
www.wrikim
***PLEASE NO GLASS BOTTLES***

MCCH to host open house Tuesday for
Geriatric Behavioral Health Center
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's new Center for Genatnc
Behavioral Health will host a community Open House to celebrate
the opening of its behavioral health center Tuesday. Sept. 14, beginning at I I a.m. with a ribbon cutting to follow. The center is located
on the second floor in the North Tower of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Open House attendees should enter via the North Tower
entrance located off Poplar Street across from Murray Middle
School. Refreshments will be served.
Staff will be on hand providing tours through the new unit that
has 12 inpatient beds. a recreational therapy room, arid a quiet room.
The unit also provides comprehensive medical and psychiatric treatment in a secure environment with soothing colors.
Features of the behavioral health unit include:
• New nurses' stations
• Recreational therapy.. room
• Patient lounge anti community dining area
• Quiet avoin
Criteria to be admitted into the behavioral health unit include:
•65 years of age or older
• Primary diagnosis must be psychiatric
• Suffering from severe depression or anxiety disorder
• Suffering from behavioral issues including depression. combative nature. or agitation
• Experiences some level of dementia
• Patients cannot be bedridden
For more information at)out the Geriatnc Behavioral Health Unit.
call 762-1227 or visit www.murrayhospital.org.

NEVER STICK YOUR FINGER AGAIN!!!
Come check out the newest WaveSense technology for testing your blood sugar at...

BEST WESTERN UNIVERSITY INN-1503 N. 12TH ST. in Murray, Ky.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10TH
Stop by anytime from 8:30-12:30
Medical Solutions is sponsoring a special Diabetic Day and all Diabetics with Medicare
who attend may be
eligible to receive the NEW WaveSense Blood Glucose Monitoring System.
Diabetic with Medicare may qualify to be fitted for 2010 Diabetic Shoes with Custom
Inserts. Even if you
received shoes any time in 2009. Choose from ali leather, casual and dress shoes.
We will do our best to have you in and out quickly. If you know someone who has Diabetes
and Medicare primary, please be a good neighbor and let them know about this event.

Everyone fitted for shoes will receive a Pair of Diabetic Socks...FREE!!!
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE!!!

Medical Solutions is Accredited by the AccreditatIon Commission for Heatth Care. Inc

2B • %%ednesda,. September S. 20ill
Murras Ledger & Times
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO 08-CI-00018

PLkINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE
VS

GERALDINE FiAGLER MARTIN. et al .

NOTICE OF SALE

Beginning on the north side of State Line Road. 20 00 feet north of the center.rne, one quarter mile. more or less East of S Highway 641 arid being the
Southwest corner of the herein descnbed tract of land and the Southeast corner
of the Harold Hutson property: then, North 04 degrees 4z' 20" West - Masan-1g
through a #4 re-bar (set, at 307 93 feet with the East boundary of the Hutson
nroperty to a point in the centerline of an exIsting ditch. thence with a common
boundary to the Joe N Hutson property. the Joe Pat Stone property and the
Chest Robinson property. following the centerline of an existing ditch, the fol.
lewing bearings and distances
North 59 degrees 09' 00" East - 39.09 feet to a point.
North 64 degrees 57 32" East - 41.36 feet to a point;
North 81 degrees 34 44- East - 133.09 feet to a point;
North 31 degrees 11' 06' West - 38.50 feet to a point.
North 79 degrees 11' 27' East - 30.65 feet to a point;
South 70 degrees 18' 01' East - 34.11 feet to a point:
s'outh 18 degrees 58 37' West - 75.49 feet to a point;
South 23 degrees 51' 40" East - 41.88 feet to a point;
South 09 degrees 05 24' West - 100.42 feet to a point.
South 07 degrees 27' 10' West - 8/.72 feet to a point,
Srouth 07 degrees 13' 35" East - 50.14 feet to a point:
S'outh 16 degrees 35' 20" Went - 62.58 feet to a point:
thence South 89 degrees 30' 34- West - 173.26 feet ;passing through a #4 re-bar
set ) at 10 00 feet to the ppint of begourung

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway' t'Ircurt
Court
on August 9, 2010. in the above cause. to sattsfj, the Judgment of the Plaintiff
tn
the approximate amount of S218.967 19. plus interest. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County Kentucky.
to
the highest brdder. et public auction on Fnday. September 24. 2010. at the hour
of 10-00 a m local tims, or thereabout, the following descnhed property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 4857 Roweevelt Road
Murray. KY 42071. and being more particularly deocnbed as follows
Legal desenptron of a tract of land situated in the County of Calloway State of
Kentucky. being a part of the Southeast Quarter of Section 16 Townahip 3. Range
5 East. and al. being Tract 1 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of record In Plat Book
37 Paige 98. Slide 3614, and being further described as follows
Beginning at a 04 rebar wcap /3175 found at the northweat ,rner of the herein
described tract and the northeast comer cf the Walter Smith property (Deed Book
385 Page 350), Quid point betng located 30 00 feet 'south of the centerline of
Roosevelt Road (Ky Hwy. 1346) and 495 75 feet east of the centerline of Jeffrey
Cemetery. Road.
thence along the South 'line of Roosevelt Road, South 85 deg 49 43' East for a
distanc-e of 234 24 feet to a04 rebar wrap #3175 set at the Northeast corner of
the herein descnbed tract.
thence, creating a new db.-talon line. South 0'2 deg. 14' 16" West for a (tartan,
of
914 36 feet to a 94 rebar Weep #3175 set at the Southeast corner of the
herein
descnbed tract,
thence. creating a new dinston line. North 85 deg 49' 43" West for a distance
of
252 54 feet to a 84 rebar w/cap 83175 set at the .uthwest corner of the
herein
descnbed tract and on the east line of the James Gore property ;Deed Boork 533,
page 208 r.

This property IF subject to al! previously conveyed nght-of-ways and easements

thence.
along the East line of the Brasher property and the east
line of the Smith property, North 04 deg 44 18" East for a distance of 385 64
feet
to a rock found.

Berns the sarn. property conveyed to Leonard C. Martin and Geraldine Hagler
Martin by deed from Bobby H Lawrence and Cereta B Lawrence. dated Apra
28. 1988, of record on Microfilm in Book 172, Card 386. in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court

thence, contmumg with the East line of the Smith property, North 02 deg.
14 16'
East for a distance of 499 00 feet to the point of beginning

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30
days.
but if sold on a creeht of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with
the commissioner ten percent 110%o ) of the purchase price. with the balance
tr, be
paid in full witlun thirty 1301days, vnth sufficient surety bond. hearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in tturty (30) days A lien shall be retained on the property as E
dchtional secunty All delinquent taxes shall he ascertained and paid. but the properts
shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes

lbgether with and subject to covenant.. easements and restrict ions of record
This tract contains 5.001 acres accorchng to a survey by VL Associates on October
26. 2005.
Being the same property. conveyed to Derek Dillon, et ux . by deed from
Harold D
Vmiard. et Luc dated Novemher 7. 2005, of record In Deed Bonk 620, Page 433.
in
the office of the Cleric of the Callow-ay Coranty Court

This 25th day of August. 2010
Respectfully subnotted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY mem COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00546
BAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, L.P fikia
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS SERVICING. L.P.
VS

aPatht'ild2q,
L7nmpe
rumirmsi
thirty ,30) day
All deltnquent
the current ye

DEFENDANTS

This 24th day
Respectfully err
Vs. PARH
Mc.), 1/..,111

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 9, 2010, in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $.55.855 69. plus interest 1 shall prone.
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday, September 24, 201)
at the hour of 10-00 a m local time. or thereabout. the following described prop.
erty located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being 3805 South
U S Highway 641, Murray, K1' 42071. and being more particularly deacribed
follows: A 2.010 acre tract of land known as Tract 3 as surveyed by the firm of
FT. Seargent and Associates. of Murray. Kentucky. on September 28, 1990. local
ed on the East side of U S Highway 641 approximately 4 miles South of the Crn,
of Murray and being known as a minor subdivision plat (Plat Book 12, Card
1071)of the Gee and Elkrns property and being a part of the Northwest quarter
of Section 15. Tbwnship 1. Range 4 East In Calloway County. Kentucky. and
helm more particularly described a-s follows
Beginning at a #4 rebar /found/ 30 00 feet East of the centerline of S. HighwaL
641. 0.2 iniles. more or less. North of Kentucky Highway 1828, and being the
Southwest corner of the herein ciescnbed tract of land and a common corner to
the Richard Gee property (Plat Book 6. Card 21). thence, North 16 deg. 56' 20'
East - 299.52 feet along the East right-of-way of U.S Hio,hway 641 to a #3 rebar
(found) at the Southwest comer of the Richard Gee and Danny Gee property,
thence. South 83 deg 02' 30" Haat - 282 90 feet with the South boundary- of the
Gee and Gee property generally along an existing fence to a 2" iron pipe (found.
at a common comer to The Richard Gee property 1Plat Book 6. Card 21i. thence.
with the boundary of the Richard Gee property, the following bearings and distances: South 01 deg. 49' 46- East - 242.82 feet to a 2' iron pipe (found): South s.
deg. 41' 45" West - 375.96 feet to the point of begmning.

Being the same propertj conveyed to Devid R Barbeau. et
, by deed from
Jessie Young. et ux dated (lctober 19. 2005 of record in Deed Book
7 Page
373, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County C'ourt
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days.
hut if sold on a credit ot 30 days, the purchaser shall be requtred
deporot with
the commissioner • /.. percent /10r: , of the pun•hase once. with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty '30) days, with sufficient surety bond. beanng interest
at 12g per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable
thirty (30)days A lien shall he retamed on the property as additional secunti
All deltnquent taxes shall be aorcertained and paid, but shall be .1d subject to
the cturent year ad valorem taxes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00053

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 12. 2010. in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate pnnapal amount of $157,407 33, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County
Kentucky W the highest bidder. at public aut-tion on Fnday. Sepwmber 17.
2010 at the hour of 10 00
. local tame. or thereabout. the following descnbed
property located in Calloway t'ounty. Kentucky. with Its address being 1658
College Thrrace. Murray. KY 42071 and being more partirularly descnbed as follows
69 feet off of the East side of Lot No 23 and 4 feet eff the West side of Lot No
22 in College 'Nrrane Subdivision to the lliwn of Murray. Kentucky plat of
which is of record in Deed Book 111, Page 85, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court and more particularly described as beginning at the
Southweet corner of a lot owned by Ewing Lee. said point being in the N(a-;
edge of College Terrace Drive. thence West along the South side of Lots 22 .1
2.3 a durtance of 73 feet to a stake. thence North parallel with the West side
of
lot 23, 150 feet to a stake. thence East along the North side of 1,ots 22 and 23
a
distance of 73 feet to a stake. thence South 150 feet to the point of beginning
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the lane.
which has been heretofore conveyed oi reserved in pnor conveyances and all
sights and easements in favor of the estate of aaid ,al. oil. gas and other mine(
ale. if any

WACHOVIA BANK OF DELAWARE. N A ,
VS

NOTICE OF SALE

ALBERT KLOSSNER,
DONALD L JACKSON. LANA BELL.

DEFENEDANTS

By virtut of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on August 9. 2010. in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in
the appruiumate arriount of S84.410 93. plus interest. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to
the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday. September 24, 2010, at the hour
of
10.00 a.m local time, or thereaboot, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky. with its addre. being 1616 Kirkwood Drive, Murray.
KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows'
Lot No 8 in Block 6 of Plainview Acree Suischvision. Unit I. to the town of
Murray, Kentucky. as shown by plat of record in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court in Plat Book 2. Page 3
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Albert Klossner and wife
Kathryn Klo.ner. by. General Warranty Deed from Donald L Jackaon. dated
March 17. 2000, of record in Book 341, Page 451,in the office of the Clerk of the
e'alloway County Court , Kathryn Klosaner died on August 8. 2009, and upon her
death. all nght, title and Interest became seated in Albert Klossner
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a carob or credit halos of 30 days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit vnth
the commissioner ten perrent (101 of the purchaae pnce. with the balance to he
paid an full within thirty /30, days, with sufficient surety bond. bearing Interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in
thirty/30,days A lien shall be retained on the property
additional security
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. hut shall be .Id auloect to the
current year ad valorem taxes

Being the same property. conveyed to Davnd Moore. et al , by deed from
Christopher Y..), dated April
2007. of record in Book 690. Parie 368. in the
office of the ('Ierk of the C'alloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent 110% )of the purchase pnce, with the balanee to be
paid in full vnthin thirty ;30) days. with sufficient surety bond. hearing Inter.
est et 12% per annum from the date of sale untrl paid. and fully due and
payable in thirty (30) days A lien shall be retained on the property as addrtion.
al secunty. AD delinquent 1.IN,
.certo, •)-d and paid hot the property
shall be sold s

This 25th day orAugust, 2010
Respectfully AU bmItted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissroner
Calloway Circuit Court

This
day of August. 21.)1to
Respectfully submItted.
MAX W' PAJRKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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CHASE HOMI

Being the same
October 4. 200f
the ('alloway C

This 25th day of August. 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX Vs' PARKER
Master Commissioner

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person al Brdthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
E0EAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

PLAINTIFF.

NOTICE OF SALE

NOTICE OF SALE

DAVID R BARBEAU,TONYA BARBEAU.
GE MONEY BANK,COIT!al'Y OF CALLOWAY

The atorementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30
days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit
wah
the commissioner ten percent (10%( of the purchase pnce. with the balance
to be
paid in full within thirty (30)days. with sufficient surety bond. bearing interest
at 12.7,- per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due
and payable in
thrrtj 1301 days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertamed and paid. but shall be .1d
subject to the
cun-ent year ad valorem taxes

2010

DAVI!) MOORE.
AMANDA KNOTT.

PLAINTIFF

This property is subject to all previously conveyed right-of-ways and easement,
thence, along the East line of the Gore property and the East line of the Jeff
Brasher property (Deed Book 576. Page 351o, North 05 deg 05 09" East
for a do:tance of 29 50 feet to a 44 rebar wccap #3175 found.

Beginning at
thence, South
road 500 feet.
being 300 feet
Weet 300 feet
containing ap

The &foremen,
hut if mold on .

DELITSt'HE BANK NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY.
As Trustee for Morgan Stanley Home Equity Loan Truett 2006-3.
Mortgage Pass0Through Certificates. Senes 2006-3.
VS

DEREK DILLON.
TINA DILLON. ET AL .

By virtue of a
Court on Jul)
PlaIntiff in th
,ale at the Cr
to Mc highest
hour of 10 00
located In Cal
Road, Murra),
A parcel of lai
7 rownship

Being the s-arr
from Laurie V
record In Booi
Court

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale eritered by the
Calloway Circuit
Court on March 9, 21219. in the above cause., to satiafs. the Judgment
of the
Plaintrff in the approximate principal amount of $79,966 24, I shall
prcateed
offer for sale at the C,ourthouse door in the Cats. of Murray. Calloway
County.
Kentucky. to the highest bidder. at public auctaon
Fnday. September 17.
2010. at the hour of 10.00 a m local time. or thereabout the followIng
described
property located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being 102
State
Line Street, Hazel. ICY 42049 and being more particularly descnbed as follows
A 746 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of FT Seargent Land
surveyors of Murray. Kentucky on Apnl 27. 1988. located on the north side
of
State Line Road in the City of Hazel. and hearts a part of the southweat
quarter
it Section :34, 'Ibtenship 1. Range 4 East in Calloway County. Kentucky.
and
being more particularly described as follows.

This 24th day of August
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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NOTICE OF SALE

LAUREL. WILSON. a/k.• LAURIE WILSON, a/kra LAUREL
BARBORKA. DAVID TABERS, AMANDA TABERS,COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY - FINA_NCE AND ADMINISTRATION CABINET
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered bj the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 12. 2010, in the above rauae. to satisfy the Judgrnent of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $43.383 71 1 shall. proceed to off. r
sale at the t'ourthouse door ui the City. of Murray, Calloway County. Kent u.
to tin highest bidder. at public auction on Friday. September 17. 2010. at the
hour of 10.00 a m local tune. or thereabout. the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1740 Ressevelt
Road, Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as followa.
A parcel of land out of the Northwest corner ot the Southwest Quarter of Section
7, township 3. Range 5 East, artd bounded as follows

Being the same property conveyed to David Tabers and wtfe. Amanda Tabers,
from Leone Wilson, a single person. by Land Contract dated June 16, 2006. of
record in Book 648. Page 286. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
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The afiirementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30
days.
but if widd on a credit of 30 days, the purchaaer shall be required to deposit with
the tommumioner ten percent kiln) of the purshase price. with the balance to
be
paid in full within thirty • 30) days, with sufficient surety bond. bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in
thirty .30, days A lien shall be retained on the property ns additional securitt
All delinquent taxes shall be aacertained and paid, but shall be sold sultoect
the current year ad valorem taxes
This 24th day of August 2010
Respectfully subnutted.
NtisX W PARKER
Master t'ommissioner
I'allowaY Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF

WELLS FARGO BANK. NA.. as Trustee for
()salon One Mortgage LOILD Trust 20074
Asset-Backed Certificates. Series 20074,
PiAINTIFF.
VS

S
ihtER1 t, MILL Eh I toNN
\PITAL ONE lifLNK

PAMELA G DIAL, MIKEL W DIAL.
ot . NTY OF CALLOWAY, ET AL ,

DEFENDAN I

By virtue of a Judgmen and Order of Sale entered by the fellows,
.
Court on August 9, 201 .1, ut the above cause. to satisfy the Judgmer 3 t 1...
Piainttff in the approximate amount of $139.516 41. plus intertst. I snall pro• ed to offer for sale at the Courthouae door In the City of Murray. Calloway
.unty, Kentucky. to the highest btdder. at publIc auction on Thursday.
ptember 23. 2010. at the hour of 10.00 a m local time. or thereabout. the fol. sing descrtbed property located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address
Is Ins 5137 State Route 121 North. Murray. KY 42071. and being more particuLint descnbed as follows
A u s99 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of
Murray.
Kentucky, August 1994. Plat Book 17, Page 48. located on Highway 121
Approxamately 5 3 miles Northwest of the Intersection of Twelfth and !Main
Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway Comity, Kentucky, and being more parUctilarly described as follows' Beginniryr at the Northwest comer of the herem
descnbed tract of land and the Northeast corner of the West Fork Baptist
Church property. Deed Book 98. Page 521. said point tieing a *4 rebar set
1:39 90e feet East of the centerltne of the Old Dresden Road • alit+ West Fork
IA.tptist Church Ftoad • and 35 00 feet South of the centerline of Highway 121.
• • • nce South 76 degrees 07 minutes 25 seconds East 151 05 feet a-1th the South
3
of Highway 121 to a 04 Reber set at the Northeast ,mer of the herein
.133.nbed tract of land. thence. South 10 degrees 58 minutes 18 seconds Weat •
242 32 feet. creaung a new division line to the T.C. Hargrove property. Deed
Book 114. Page 573 and with the West side of Tract 2 surveyed thrs date to a
Persmunon Tree at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land.
thence South 89 degrees 26 minutes 20 seconds West - 137.17 feet. creating a
new &vision line to the stud Hargrcve property and with the sald Tract 2 to a /4
rebar set at the Southweat corner of the herein described tract of land; thence
North 00 degrees 32 minutes 34 meson& East 117.90 feet teal the West Fork
Baptist Church property. Deed Book 51. Page 387. to an existing iron pIrt, thence
North 12 degrees 42 minutes 15 aeconds East 161 52 feet with the West Fork
Baptist Church property. Deed Book 98. Page 521 to the point of beginning

Except any interests in the coal. oil, gas and other minerals underlying th.e land
which has been hemtofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances and all
nghts and easements in favor of the estate of said coal. oil. gas and other miner•
als if any

1 FUSE HOME FINANCE, LI.C,

PLAINTIFF

ru4 the wtme pntperty quitclaimed to Mike] W Lhal and Pamela G
huiv1 ,..nd and wife. from Pamela G Dial. a mamed woman by Qiutclattn Deed dated
February 19 2007, and recorded March 7. 2007. in Deed Book 684, page 66.3, in
the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

NOTICE OF SALE

NKNOWN DEFENDANTS. who are the Heirs
Devisees or Legatees of DENNIS ABELL, and their Spouses
and any Unknown Person who may have an interest in the
Property which is the subiect matter of this action.
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 9, 2010. in the above cause, to tuatizfy the Judgment of the
Phantiff In the approximate amount of $67, 511.27 plus interest. I shall procsed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder. at public auction on Thursday, September 23.
2010. at the hour of IOW a.m., local Ume. or thereabout. the following deacribed
property located in Calloway C,ounty, Kentucky. with ita addreas being 8871
State Route 121 North, Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly
descnbed as follows,
Beginning at the intersection of Highway No. 121 snth Old Murray and
Mayfield Road. thence West with the Sooth side of the Highway right-of-way to a
creek. thence with the meanders of a creek to Old Murray and May-field Road,
thence in a Northerly direction to the point of begirming, containing one arre
more or less.
Except a tract of land conveyed to Hugh Dowdy hy deed dated the 21st dat of
February, 1962. and ot record in Deed Book 114. Page 503, In the office of the
Clerk of Calloway County
Except any interest in the coal, oil. gas and other minerals underlying the land
which haa been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances and all
nglits and earements In favor of the estate of Fund coal. oil. gas and other miner
ale. tf any

The aforementioned property shall be Isold on a cash or credu basks of forty-five
days. but .f.ld on a credit v3f 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to depo..•
ith the commiasioner ten percent .10%. of the purchase pnce. with the balar.
to he pald in full within thirty , 30, days. with sufficient surety bond. beanng
.nt,rest at 12
,
;, per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty days A hen shall be retatned on the property as additional
securits. All delinquent taxes shalt be ascertained and paid. but ahall be soid
subject to the current year ad valorem taxes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Coal Action No 10-C1-00005
BRANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY.

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

EVAN DUGGAN,THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
EV.4.1s1 DUGGAN and CALLOWAY COUNTY. KENTUCKY.
DEFENDANTS

Being the same property conveyed to Dennis Abell, unmarried. by deed dated
October 4. 2006, of record In Deed Book 66,5, Page 25. in the office of the Clerk ot
the Calloway County Court .Dennis Abell died on October 30, 2009 ,
The aforementioned property ahall be sold on •cash or credit basis of forty-five
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent 410%1 of the purchase price. with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty ,301 days, with sufficient surety. Isond. beanng
interest at 12% per annum from the datc of sale until paid. and fully doe and
payable In thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
secunty All delinquent taxes shall be aacertained and mud. but shall 1.3 Poid
subject to the current year ad valorem taxes
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This 25th day of August, 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Conunissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Subject to all restnctiorut, conditions. requirements and easements as set out in
several deeds .18) from *Ile United States of Amenca Termessee Valley Authority
of record in the office of the Calloway County Clerk in Murray, Kentucky
Subject to TVA Restriction which does not convey any nght ,nstruct or maintain a pr.vate aster use facility. Rights of ingness and egress to and from the
waters of Kentucky Lake or to construct or maintain pnvate water use facilities
which may have accrued to this lot. if any. are vested in Western Shores Group
Dock Association and are exercised in accordance with the .Association
Agreement and only through the TVA 26A perrnit already issued to the Group
Dock -Association or suheequent such permits So issued

Help Wanted

"Come Join a Winning Team"
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
KFC
205 N. 12th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-7101

General Nlanagers

MES

Starting Salary

e

II

il Nita!

1
00
$63.00
$110.00
1

ber Mail
riptions
---$75.00

S%.00
-.4145.00

depends on e.sperience
Promotions From Within
Medical & Dental

Paid Vacations
Must Pass Background Check

Apply:
At KFC restaurant.
or
Send resumes to:
Attn: Philip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
marshall(ajmfkfc.com
Fax:(205) 556-9206

MIC

Drivers:
CDL-A DRIVERS NEEDED
Company Drivers Avg_
$1.000-$1.200 per Week
Owner Operators Avg
$3,500+ per Week
Regional & Systems Lanes
Home Weekly
Tank & Hazmat Rec
iuired
Apply for Terminal 861 at
www.Work40C.com
877-600-9919

tit to:

es

_

a

Except any interest in the coal. oil. gas. and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore ,nveyed or reserved in pnor conveyan,s. and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal. oil. gas and other minerals. if any
Betrig the same property cxmveyed to Evan P Duggan by deed of Conveyance
from KY Land Partners, LLC. dated July 11, 2007. of record in Book 70b. Page
,s t in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office in !Murray. Kentucky

Let us combine over forty years of proven restaurant
success with your experience to a make a next,
addition to our restaurant family.

ation'

By virtue of a Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on August 9, '2010. in the above ramie, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $71.6.57 62. plus interest. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray
Calloway County, Kentucks-. to the highest bidder. at public auction on
Thursday. September 23. 2010. at the hour of 10.00 a m local time, or thereabaut. the folios/ins descnbecl property located in Calloway County. Kentucky.
with its address being Lot :19 Western Shores, Murray. ICY 42071, and being
more particularly descnbed as follows
Betng destornated as Lot 19. Legacy Cove North. WESTERN SHORES. as ohown
on the plat of same of record in Plat Book 39 Page 55. Slide 3771. in the office
of the Calloway County Court Clerk in Murray', Kentucky. to which plat spenfi3
reference IF hereby made for a more particular description of said lot.
Subject to cosenants and restrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in Book
643. Page 415 arnended tn Book Fs51. Page 786. in the Calloway County Clerk's
Office in Murray, Kentucky

060

PECO
ACcfipting
resumes
Al4 sales careers
.

-other pcititions
S4td to
PO elm 363
Murray KV
42071

I he aforementioned property shall be sold on a caah or credit basis of forty-five
days. but if.1d on a credit of 45 days. the purchaser shall be requared to
deposit with the commissioner ten percent .10%)of the purchase price. with t hi
balance to be paid in full wohin forty-five 1451days, with safficient surety horn
beanng interest at 12%- per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fulls
due and payable in forty-five days A hen 'than be retained on the property a additional pecunty All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid hut
be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes
Chia 25th day of August. 2010.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calioway Circuit Court
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MILLER
DEFENDANTS

• virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
art on January 25. 2010 purauant to Sessmti order of Sale enti red Auguat 9
:1 • • in the above came to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approx
ite pnnnpal amount of 147,345 34. I shall pnaterd to offer for wile At thi.
orthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway Coianty. Kentu. k •• . • c.
-r bidder. at public auction on Fnday. September 17. 2010 at tto
ni . local time. or thereabout. the following deacnbesi property 13.3atea Ln
Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being 1519 Johnwin Avenue.
Murray. KY 42071 .PVA Parcel No 005-0-0007-00001, and being more particularly deacnbed ap follows
-Lot No 1 in Section E and part of Lot No 2 in Section E in the Meadow Lane
Subdiviaion to the town of Murray. Kentucky as shown bt corrected plat of
record in the Alm of the Clerk of the Calloway Count Court in Deed Book 103,
Page 459. and more pirticularly described as foll•ms
Beginning at the Northwest corner of James T Armbruster's lot. deed to sald
Armbrustees lot beIng recorded in the office of the Clerk of the Callowaa County
Court tn Deed Book 107. Page 501 and Deed Book 107 Page 502 thence South
130 feet to a stake in a fence row. then, West with the said fence
and the
meandenrigs of the creek in a Northwesterh direction to thc east nght-of-way of
South 16th Sures. thence North with the East nght-of-war of South 16th Street
to a stake at the Northet.st comer of the intersection of South 18th Street and
Johnson Boulevard. thence East 'nth the South side of Johnson Boulevard
approxiniately 1.55 feet to the pont of beginning
Subject to all restnctions. conditions and
and easements

DRIVERS
Flatbed
CDL-A $ 40 oadedi
$ 27 empty. Home
Weekty Benefits Tarp
Fees in 23 yoa 1 yr.
exp. 800-213-1199
M-F 8-6. Sat 8-12

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7.00PM.
No phone cans

NEW Restaurant opening soon All positions
available Please call
for interview 270-6195039 or 270-619-5038

Drivers
3 GREAT HOME
TiME OPTIONS'
.70N7Off
Express Lanes
•140N,70tt
Express Lanes
.7-10 Days out
2 home
•Avg 2.500 mileswk
•Daily or Weekly pay
.98% No Touch
r•Ask about our new
pay pkgt
CDL A w 6 mOS
07R exp
800-832-8356
..i-wwctrtveknoght corn
KNIGHT
TRANSPORTATION

covenant?: and la al.

nIgn v. a,•

Being the same pmperty ninveyed to Robert G Miller. and wife. Donna
Miller, by deed fntm William J Folta. and wife. Patricia
Folta dated Mania
13. 1979. of record in Book 159, Card 1769. in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
of 30 days.
hut if sold on a credu of 30 days, the purchaser shall be requIred to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent 110%.) of the purchase pnce. with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty .30) days. vnth sufficient surety bond heartng interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in
thirty 130) days. A lien shall be retained on the property ap additional security
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but the proper0V uhali t+e
subject to the current year ad valorem taxes
This 24th day of August
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master t'ommissioner
('alloway Cimnt Court

Domestic II CNIdcre
AT home daycare with
openings. Audoboncl
accepted. 6am-6pm
Mon-Fn $20:day.
270-293-5212.

This 25th day of August. 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

VS.

NtffICE OF SALE

NOTICE OF SALE

This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements and nght-of-ways

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COL1RT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00473

VS.

Um!
Nola

CoMMONWEA.I.TH 1.11: KENT1
litlIRT OF .RISTICE
ALL( AVAN CIRCUIT Col RT
Civil Action N.•
ClaNC,04

DEFENDANTS

Begiruung at the northwest corner of said quarter section, a Hickory corner.
thence. South to the Wadesboro and Calloway Tbwn Road; thence. East with saal
road 50(1 feet, thence North to a point in the said quarter section line, said point
being 300 feet East of the northwest comer of the said quarter section. thence
West 300 feet with the said quarter section hne to the point of beginning and
containing approximately 36 acres. more or leas

USW
Notice

Lao.
ROOM

PLAINTIFF

VS

riimass
VISA

Lusa
1401jos

• • •StNI• •s• I- Al 1 ;1 r
irr.k \II h\
t 4 It 1
I
CAL1Af% \\ IR. 1 11 3
RI
Civil Action No 13, I 1 d.L.K).40

WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A

-6:4.10trr
-11c6.12r
-WedlOur
-Tbur.100
-Thal2p.m.

010
tool
Noboe

COMMONWEALTH OF KEN-TU(1,
N
COURT OF JL1STICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CaVII ACE3011 No 10-CI-00085

NILS

31ednesdas. September 8. 2010 • 3B

DEPENDABLE
and
honest single Mom
needs work! Will do
house cleaning, windows, yard work. rur
errands, sit with ill or
eiderty. house sit. walk
your dog. etc. Have references. 270-873-2051
or 270-227-7537
Seeking
Christian
Nanny. Must
have
experience,
references For 2 small children. You will have to
home-school 1 child
Send resume to P.0
Box 1040-E
WILL do Pnvate Duty
Sitting for eiderly. reasonabie rates. 20-i-yrs.
experience,
CPR
trained. Will do housekeeping, house-sitting.
pet-sitting. also reasonable rates. 270-2933841
WOULD like to sit with
elderly have experience 270-933-0621

MDM COMPUTERS
Servce.Sales
Repairs. Upgrades
759.3556
VAN lo Buy

2010

2BR 1200/sqft f4.1oft
utilibes paid, ref. stove.
dishwasher, garbage
disposal. C/H/A
No
pets 270-767-9037

Buying &
U.S Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves.
quarters. dimes.
gold coins. proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

38P. 2.5BA. garage, all
appliances, very nce
$750/mo. 907 N zottSt 753-5344
1 st Full Mo. Rert Free

Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Factory Seconds
270-767-1900

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 121h.
Murray

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
e45 E South 12th St

WASHER
&
dryer
(stackable and regular)
Case tractor(801 131
real estate lotS Will
consider trades 7534109. 227-1546

2BR Apr,

270-7534556
1Dill
t3y
Ext. XI

(270) 753-1713

DUPLEX for Rent:
Very nice large.
2 bedroom. 2 bath
duplex.
completely
remodeled.
central
hear
and
air.
washerdryer, all appliances fumished, great
location, no pets. no
smoking. $625.00 per
month. one year lease.
deposit and references
required. 753-5719

270
Mobile Homes For Sale I

_J
-OWNER Finance3BR. 213A. nice country
setting on 9. acres
$4.950 down $695/mo.
Hardin 615-397-3171
16X80
3BR. 2BA.
Fleetwood. Must move
$13.500.
753-1856.
227-2394
2BR & Lot. $12.900
270-753-6012

2BR. newly remodeled
inside & out. appliances. storage shed
Quiet. rural setting near
lake No pets. $600
including
utilities
Security deposit and
references_ 227-0004

d

FOR
SALE:
Powerwheels, Harley
Davidson, $100 (will
need new battery). 19
Color TV, (oid but
works on cabNa or
direct). 525. Blocks
S1.00 each. Couch &
Love seat. 5100. VCR.
Call 270-227$15
8721 atter 4.00per

DIUgUld DI-1%e

I BR

Murray

NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets. 753-9866
GOOD used air conditioner. stove. refngera
[71
tor, electric & gas
Aparlments For Rent
heater. stomi windows.
753-4109
1 OR 2br apts. nee
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109.
BERMUDA
Square
Bates out of the bam.
sa.so each. 270-2935381

so5

Equal opponur,y

702 N. 12th St

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004

Calloway Garden
Essex Dovins
Apartments

11313, price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman
RE
7539898
4BR.
all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica;
tions for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone.
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TX` No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
HAZEL
APARTMENTS
We Now Have a 1BR
Apartment Available
Phone 492-8721 Mon
& Thurs
10-12pm
TDD No 1-800-648E056 Equal Housing
Opportunity
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill.
water. trash. and furnish
all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only S550/mo
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment,
(2701492-8211

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C.H/A. W&D.
$550 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710 2934600

2005 CHAMPION Double-Wide 28x64
3BR & 2BATH PURCHASED NEW
S45 000 MOBILE HOME ONLY.
(270)978-0125

4B • 11cdnesday, September 8, 2010

CLASSIFIEDS

NEOPI BEACH
MINI STORAGE
All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

FOR SALE (OR LEASE)
1515 Martin Chapel Rd. Murray
3.4 BR, 2 5 BA
Contemporary Redwood Home Large privatc
wooded lot Hot tub Nev. Roof' 5185.000

812 WhItnell Ave.

753-3853

270-293-7056
460
Homes For Sale

14BC Storage
10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

Houses For Rent
$600 move in special!
Near MSU 3BR, 2BA.
single family, brick.
Carport. fenced yard,
garden bed, kitchen
appliances. wid hook
ups. hardwood. tile, pet
fnendly. $700 270-9785099
1 & 4BR Houses.
Lease
&
Deposit
Required_
270-7534109
3BR. 2BA home in
country. 5 miles from
Murray. $650. Also
pasture with bam and
stalls for rent. 270-705,2939

4 Vanaties
Square & Round
Call 270-753-8848
before 8:00pm

Futrell Farms
Horn. BOarding
Stall or Pasture
$125/mo
Hay included
- 10miles east
of Morro,.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell.(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5552
J&L. RENTALS
Ntlfsl-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
(

ot 121 N & tilendale.

10100 $25 10‘15 $40
(270 436-2524
I 2701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
, •We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Commerical Prop. For Rent]

Pets Supe.aies
AKC Boxer puppies
3 males 3 females
White, fawn, & brindle
Born 8'10/10
First
shots. wormed, and

tails docked $300 Carr
270-227-0258
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858

NO

Leike Realty Services
New 24
Bedroom homes in
Rivertield F,states.
B(; Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

2006 Kawasaki. red.
with 650 Brut Force,
4x4 1 100 nines, IPT.
mud light tires, aluminum wheels brand
new 227-2038

HOLIAND
MOTOR SALES
Kentucky
Lake
1 to 3 AC only
$39.900
w/ FREE Boat

Slip,
Depression-like pncing
has spurred bnsk
sales,
Incredible opportunity
to own a beautifully
wooded. estate-size
homesite overlooking
spectacular 160.000
acre recreational lake
in
Kentucky. Enjoy endless boating. fishing
skiing w, your
and
family. miles of tranquil
walking trails. shimmering
sunsets &
priceless
memories
Includes paved road
frontage ve all utilities
completed Fully buildable when you are
ready
Bank will finance with
little money down &
easy terms. Come see
why almost 500 people
have bought - even in
these tough times_ Cail
me now for a FREE

map & pictures plus a
no-pressure. guided
tour
1-800-704-3154
x 3589

RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
+/$I 000.00imonth.
270-492-8211
380

MOM

STEPS' Enjoy the
open floor plan in this
3BR. 2BA home near
Murray.
Now
only
$143.900. Call Beth
270-978-0242. Crye-

Used Cars

LAND
BARGAIN'
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

LOOK

edger at rime. tali
noosing Act Notice
rral estate ad,ertised hereir
• .ubtesi to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
to adverti.e art pivteren, limitation or discriminant', Kl..ed 011 rakT Milt re!,
handicap familial statU• 01 national origin, intentton to make am .ukii preter•
en., I imitation,
,
dts(111111141ton
`,tak.
torbid di.corninattori
in the sale, rental or advertising
• tt real rtate bawd tacton•
addition 10 tf10,
C protected
under tederal la.
Ite .1'11 kno.ingis a:cept an%
adverti.ing tor 11 d estate whi•,h
is not in violation ot the la. Al!
persons are henet. intornied
that all dwelling. ad,ernsed
avaitabk, on an equal upportiinit) baqs.
For nether a..i.tanet• N ith f .r•
Fiousing Adverte•ang requirt
ment, conta,. \ A A Counse
:irne
-• -

3BR. carport. fenced
backyard,
storage,
shade. patio. no pets.
$685/mo.
270-2936070

We Finance
hollindmotorsales corn
270-753-4451
FULL-TIME sales positron with west Kentucy
auto dealerstup. In
business for over 17
years Send resume to:
McCully's Select Auto
Sales, 201 VV. 5th St..
Benton. KY 42025
- 500

Used Trucks
2003 GMC extended
cab. white. 84,000
mrles. 2WD, no accidents. $11.900 2936430.

05 Chevrolet motor
home, 32-ft sleeps-8
11.000 miles. perfect
condition. 293-1231

L&MLAWN SERVICE
-Mowing, Manicuring,

Landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee.

753-1816 727-0611
1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction Additions. remodeling. sagging rotten
floors, decks. horne &
mobile home reparr.
Larry Nimmo
753-2353

YOUR AD
Two 5 acre flat lots in
North Villa $15.000
each or $29.000 both
270-929-6828

COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY &75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

crone
BY OWNER- 4.5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road,
$70.000
270-4354001

Hamm For WI

Shoh-Tzu
puppies
AKC.
CKC. FSBO. 3 year
old
malefiremale
$300- 3BR. 2BA. 107 Pine St.
$350
270 251-0310 $54.000.
270-559evenings
3385

Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer. back hoe. and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404

HOME 4-SALE:
2BR. IBA, hardwood
floors, acreage, remodeled. 270-227-9759

.276-293-7314 or
V0-2934'31'

Hill Electric'
Since 986

24 noun mama
Res . Com & Ind
Licensed & Insurecl
All fobs - big or small

753-9562
436-514i A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work.
Stump Removal
270-3443-2107

•Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR

TRAVIS.
ASPHA11.11
Pa% ing. St.:lien:Ming& Hauling
'ION% TR

270-753-2279
FLAWLESS
FINISH
Pressure Washing
Houses. Patios &
Dec.ks, Sidewalks 6
DriVeiVayS:.
Fenceis itr Siding ,
Call 7bday For A
Free Estimate!
270-562-2228
YEARRY S
Service
Free
mates Phone
2562, 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

HOME_ TOWN
TREE SERVICE
tnsured Rehabile
Dependable .'
Free Estimates .
• ee'Stump Removal
Ce41 270-293-4489
me 276-437 TM t

CHASE

'ell Lawn
Care 8yrs exp 293
68 4

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal
stump grinding. firewood_ Insured. 4892839

‘1•\•-ii
\(,i \it \

11 NI

\1
• µeekl)

Teodl pkkup,
l`k I atc d

• locally ov.ned

759-1151 • 293-27/131
Hamilton (;ranite
•
& Nlarble

k ft_ Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators. 270293-2357

4 6

LAWN Care Service.
Reasonable
rates.
starting at $15. 27°753-2405. 270-9782441

Ledger & Times, nor
any of its emptoyees
accept any responsibilactivities.

Call us we will be glad to help.

Ward Elkins

Murray Ledger & Times

270-75.3-1713
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1 to 9
to the empty squares so that eacn row eac,1-1,-Lowron arid each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
ol the ConcePtis Suctoku increases from Monday to Sunday

Dave Green

7 1

753-8087

6
5

6
3
8
4
6'

No Job TOo Sirla I

inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
inlormation do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
.are believed to be reputable, The Murray

Need help
Promoting vour Business?

ALL BRANDS

oncepts SudoKu

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but

ity whatsoever for their

insured
Home

SUDOKU

Handyman Work
Odd Jobs Repairs
. J-Iorne. Auto.
Plumbing, Carpentry.'
'• Light Eleelocal. •
Yards •
Much' Moie

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Appliance
Repair

(270)759-0501

h ler Skirdot I. • 2.010-1.2
DispIla, Houma:00-1;30

Baces &
osts
Remodeling & Plumbing

Licensee

Adam s
Improvement
270-227-2617

& M.Ionlenan'ce
:11 yrs expenence

3301 St. Rt 121N.

Jacob
270-978-0278

530
SePOCOS Offered

David's Home
Improvement
LIC

0 BRYAN TREE
DEPRIS
• Locally owned
" and operated
••Ftee Eishrnates
• Lic 18 Ins.
270-703-1021
. 270-703-4005.
Johhny 0 Bryan

ROOFING
and fully

•Commercial &
Re.sidenttal
•Asphalt Installation

293-2784

759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

I

530

Ini
Services Offered

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

A-1 Lamb's

314 Woodawn
Avenue
3BR. 1 BA,
$74000
Mike Conley
Broker
270.293.3232

3BR, 2BA 1.200sq ft.
604 Sycamore Good
starter or invest proper•
ty $62K
270-227-2043
FOR Sale: 3BR. 2BA,
Rusbc Home on 10.5
acres. 50x46 Shop with
4 stall barn. Built in
2004. North Calloway.
270-705-8701 or 270705-8702

HAY

www.owners.com

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review

530
Services Offered

3BR. 1BA
Fenced in back
yard Near MSU
Must see
$89.000 obo
270-929-6828

753-2905
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apt‘:.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD A1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bed
room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deo
with great view. WiD
refrigerator.
stove.
Very quiet. All utilities
paid includino electric.
$600'mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

r

Serowe OWN

'
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'Forever Plaid'serenades for one performance
PADUCAH. Ky. - Barter
Theatre's "Forever Plaid" is
coming to the Carson Center on
Friday. Oct. 8. at 7:30 p.m.
In this heavenly hit musical,
the four members of an all-male
singing group get a second
chance to fulfill their dream and
perform the concert they never
gut to in life. This quirky, funny
and entertaining tribute to
friendship. music and the power
of following your dream is
brought to you by Barter Theatre
and has been delighting audiences for more than 20 years.
Singing in delicious four-part
harmony, the boys will serenade
guests with some of the 1950s
greatest hits such as "Three
Coins in the Fountain," "Sixteen
Tons." "Chain Gang." "Hean
and Sour' and "Love Is a Many
Splendored Thing."
"Forever Plaid" was written
and originally directed and choreographed by Stuart Ross.
musical continuity supervision
and arrangements by James
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"Forever Plaid" is coming to the Carson Center on Friday. Oct. 8, at 7:30 p.m.
Raitt. and originally produced
by Gene Wolsk.
Jam Theatricals and the
Carson Center present "Forever
Plaid" as part of the 2010-11

Broadway in Paducah Season.
The season includes "Forever
Plaid". "Blue Man Group."
"Grease." "Legally Blonde."
"The Wizard of Oz," and

Photo prov,de.ci

"Avenue Q."
For tickets, call the Carson
Center box office at (270) 4504444 or order online at
wv thecarsoncenter org

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for once you get going, you renew. you might be annoyed with the to
ask others to play devil s
Thursday, Sept. 9, 2010:
A partner could be testy and dif- innate demands of this friendadvocate sometimes,
This year, unprecedented cre- ficult. Dortt go into open combat! ship, but it is worth
Tap into PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
ativity emerges from you. What Be more creative with your thinkyour sixth sense if you think **** Pace yourself
and
ing,
and
bypass
others'
resistsomeone
would be the most appropriate
isn't telling you the full understand what is happening
ances
story
manner in which to use this
behind the scenes How you
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) handle a difficult meeting
unusual energy'? You will want CANCER (June 21-July 22)
or
*** You might have a lot going *** Take a stand with
a boss associate might be more importo take a strong stand with
on this morning. Your instinct who could be tough, rigid and tant
than you realize Your
finances, and not take unusual might be to play
the recluse, somehow limihng. Be ready for a instincts guide
you within an
risks in this realm. Your profes- despite the impact. Pressure
strong discussion Though you agreement and a partnershi
p.
sional status could be enhanced
builds on the home front. Deal might be irritated, you gain an BORN
TODAY
with perhaps a seminar or an with issues directly with the party
understanding of why this per- Comedian Adam Sandler
(1966).
image and/or resume change. Be involved You cannot keep a son has made the choices that singer Otis
Redding (1941).
open. If you arc single. romance secret much longer!
he or she has made.
actor Hugh Grant (1960)
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
always is on the horizon. Will it LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
•••
be with the same person? If you **** Be aware of !he costs of ***** Sometimes you limit Jacqueline Bigar is on the
doing something differently. You
your perspective and view with- Internet at www.jacquelinebiare attached. avoid getting into
might change your mind. as a out intending to. What could be a garcom.
hassles over little issues. You
mini-revolution rises around you. near argument might open up (c)
2010 by King Features
could have an unusually. intense A stern approach
might be necnew ideas and allow you to gain Syndicate Inc.
and romantic year. LIBRA essary, Others inspire a change
a better perspective. Remember
encourages you to enjoy life of pace and perhaps a more
more.
cerebral approach
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
The Stars Show the Kind of **** After recent events. wind
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: down and look at the costs of
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; behaving in a certain manner.
You could be very tired and
I -Difficult
drawn from a financial problem.
Get past rigid thinking. and you'll
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You might wake up on find an answer.
the wrong side of the bed. but by LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You could rain on your
late morning. you will have
own parade of you're not careful
regained
your
sea
legs
Pressure builds around your per- You are hardest on yourself
Turmoil appears where you least
formance and direction. Fatigue
want it. Let it go rather than
floats through midday. If you
worry It might transform itself
cannot take a power nap, opt for
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
a brisk walk.
*** Take a backseat. knowing
TAURUS(Apnl 20-May 20)
*** Weigh the pros and cons other people can handle any
problem that might turn up. Avoid
of a risk. If you keep thinking.
spending too much time alone
\lark,. neutered. male. fi%eBo,
you might not be all that happy
eleven-months.
as
you
could
tooth, Doinestit. Short Hair.
becomeChocolate Labrador Retne% et
about the option. A boss or older
depressed You need the comBlack and White Nix]
relative adds some confusion
pany of a trusted friend_
,HELTER HOURS: MON.-HU. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
into the mix Your sense of
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
I t titi)11' 1111011/1,111i
r • inhie
organization comes out_
e.
***** Emphasize the posiGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
turrav-Calloway County Animal Shelter
tives of a friendship This person
***** You n-,ight have a difficould be older or a friend of
at (270)759-4141
cult time getting started. but
many, many years Sometimes
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Looking Back
-len years ago
Published is a picture of Constance Alexandet as she addresses a crowd ot nearly 80 people
at St. John's Episcopal Church
dunng the public. forum dealing
with death and dying. Photo by
Bernard Kane
Published is a picture of members of the Creative Ans Department of Murray. Woman's Club
at a meeting at Boulders Restaurant. Plans were made for the
annual bazaar to be held Nov. 4
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m at the Murray' NVornan's Club House.
Murray High School soccer has
2-1 victory over Reidland.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Don
Elias. city planner and David Harnngion. Calloway County attorney. as they look at an illegal
dump site on Ky. 44-1 near New
Concord_ Harrington is assessing
reponed sites in the county. and
will contact owners about cleaning up the sites and preventing more
people from dumping on their
properties.
The Lady Racer volleyball team
from Murray State University
ripened their home schedule with
a three-set victory. over Southern
Indiana to snap a three-match losing streak.
Murray Middle School is among
13 Kentucky schools to win $500
ativards from the Kentucky Society of Professional Engineers and
the Ashland Oil Eoudnation for having top math and science programs_
Thirty years ago
Murray. Civitan Club President
R.B. Barton Jr. presented checks
of $100 each for work with educable or trainable mentally handicapped students of Calloway
County High. Calloway County
Middle. Murray High and Murray Middle Schools.
Kathy Dowdy is conducting a
workshop on drawing animals using
acrylic paints and soft chalk pastels at the Murray Art Guild.
Murray State University Pre,-

uteri!. Dr.(onstantine W. Cum+,
made a report to the board at the
Saturday meeting. saying that
enrollment 10%011 fluctuating but
fulltime enrollment is up by about
200 students
Forty years ago
NeN.' officers of Calloway County. Democratic Women's Club are
Edna Milliken. Jo Crass. Carolyn
Conner and Martha Enix.
Randy. Lee. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Lee. was crowded
king and 'Teresa Joseph, daughter
of Mrs. VitIlie Wade Joseph, was
crowned queen of Callovvay County Farm Bureau.
Three Quad-State Festivals have
been scheduled this fall for Murray State University. Dr. Josiah Darnall. professor of music at the
University and chairman of the
organization. has announced. This
will be the 23rd year the annual
series has been presented.
Fifty years ago
James O. Burkeen of the U.S.
Soil Conservation Service has been
transferred to Paducah from Clinton. He is formerly from Murray.
The Pool reunion was held
recently in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Pool.
Mr. and Mrs. L.D. Cathey. 1627
W'est Olive Sc. Murray. are the
parents of a boy born at Murray
Hospital,
Sixty years ago
Mrs. George C'arnell of Kirsey.
Route Two. brought us some beautiful Dahlias Saturday morning in
a downpour of rain. They were
purple. gold and sort of yellow,
according to the column "Seen &
Heard Around Murray...
Mrs. Leon Grogan. PTA healthchairman, reported to the executive board yesterday that 42 firstgrade children received pre-school
check-ups this year.
The Murray Woman's Club will
host its first executive board meeting in the club house today at 2
p.m.. according to Mrs. E.C. Parker. president. Plans for the fall
work will be discussed.
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Causes for a
white tongue
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 hi.1% j
problem with my umgue turning
white I brush the coating off each
morning. hut hy nighttime. I have to
do it again 1 can't understand why
this happens. It is 18.01-se when I eat
a lot 1,I sweets. What do I need to
do.' 1 like a
pink tongue.
DEAR
#
wP
tt
i
READER:
The
white
coating
to
which
you
refer is the
result
of
inflammation
of the tiny
projections on
the surface of
By
your tongue.
Dr. Peter Gott caused
by
dead
cells.
bacteria and debris. There are several reasons for this generally harinless condition. The first is dehydration. Then there's excessive alcohol
consumption and smoking. You
may be a mouth breather. have a
bacterial infection. geographic
tongue. oral lichen planus. oral
thrush or leukoplakia. Or you
may have been placed on a medication that has white tongue a.s a side
effect. Oral lichen planus is an
autotinmune inflammatory disorder. Oral thrush is a candida infection that causes lesion, on the
tongue, inner cheeks. nxif of the
mouth. gums and back of the throat.
Your symptoms don't appear to fit
the profile for geographic tongue.
Leukoplakia is commonly the
result of tobacco use. smoked.
chewed or used in other forms. It is
generally a benign condition hut
could be precancerous.
See your physician, who will
examine you and might choose to
order testing to deternune whether
an underlying cause. such as diabetes. is at the root of the problem.
Once specific conditions and infections can be ruled out. medication

Dr. Gott

or other treatment might be appropriate Or he or she might suggest
you tollow up V.ith your dentist
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have been
diagnosed with osteoporosis and
am presently taking two calcium
tablet, and one multivitamin for
mature adult,
. Would this help my
condition'.
DEAR READER: Osteoporosis
riccurs when the normal buildup
and breakdown of mineral, in
healthy bones falls out of balance.
The condition 1, difficult to detect
in its early stages. but the first clue
is often a bone fracture. loss of
height. back pain, stooped shoulders or through a routine bone density IX-ray study.
There are a number of prescription medications: however, a, you
may be aware. several can lead to
osteonecrosis of the law and other
serious complications.
The recommendation for people
51 and older is 1.218) milligrams of
calcium per day Vitamin D is of
equal importance in order to utilize
the calcium and should not exceed
2,000 IU daily. for healthy people.
Therefore. in answer to your question. it all depends on how much
calcium and D is present in the vitamin regimen you are taking. Read
the ingredient label. If necessary,
switch to combinations of calcium
and D available at your local pharmacy in single-tablet form.
Beyond that, don't smoke. avoid
alcohol, maintain good posture. eat
well. and exercise.
To provide related information. I
am sending you a copy of my
Health Rejiort "Osteoporosis."
Other readers who would like a
copy should send a self-addressed
stamped No. 10 envelope and a $2
check or money order to
Newsletter. P.O. Box
167,
Wickliffe. OH 44092-0167. Be sure
to mention the title or pnnt an order
form
off
my
website
at
www.AskDrGottMD.com.

Hints From Neloise
In 1900. Galveston. Texas. was
struck by a hufficane that killed
an estimated 8.000 people.
In 1920, New York-to-San Francisco air mail service was inaugurated.
In 1930. Scotch cellophane tape
made its debut as a sarnple of
the tape was shipped to a Chicago firm which specialized in wrapping bakery goods in cellophane.
The comic strip "Blondie." created by Chic Young. was first published.
In 1941. the 900-day Siege of
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Dear Abby

IH.:AR ABBY: My husband
and I have been rimmed for two
month, and together for two year,
While we were dating. I learned
that •Mario" cheated on me during our first year of dating. When
I confronted him, he told me he
didn't know why. but that he loved
me with all his heart. A few.
months later, he asked me to
marry hint and I accepted.
A few days ago I discovered
that not only did he cheat on roe
with several women. but also witl
several men. Mario says he did
n't know how to tell me ab.
his past because it was "disgii,i
ing" to him so he blocked It mil
of his mind.
Had hc told me all this hefore
we married. I would not have
gone through with it. I am now
totally. confused about his sexu
ality. Mario say, it VojS "JUSI a
phase" -- it was in the past. He
says he's a changed man and he
wants to be v..ith me. I don't know
what to believe anymore because
all he does is lie to me. Please
help me. -- BROKENHEARTED
AND CONFUSED IN TEXAS
DEAR BROKENHEARTED:
The first thing you need to do is
get checked for STDs and HIV,
because you may have been
exposed to some of them during
the "phase" your husband •blocked
out of his mind." Whether Mario
admits it or not. he is bisexual.
Next. go online to www.StraightSpouse.org and you will find the
help and support you are looking
for.
Because you can't trust your
husband to be hottest. you will
have to take care of yourself now.
Please don't put it off because
your emotional and physical health
could depend upon it. On the plus
side. be thankful there are not
children involved. A man who
always lies isn't just a poor husband: he would make an even
worse role model.
94
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DEAR ABBV: I 4111 J 46-yearold man who has been divorced
for six months. I recently moved
down to South Honda for new
job_ I am trying out the dating
scene. but it has been difficult
because I w.as married for 10
years.
Abby. ifs hard to find
decent. intelligent women
,I031n
here
II
the
',omen I hav.e
dated so far
have
had
breast
implants,
These
not
iinly
look
strange. but
also
feel
uncomfortBy Abigail
able during
Van Buren
intimate
moment, I lic,e w•onnen get a ICH
of looks from other men who
ga,h1 at their chests when we're
together.
Would it be wrong of me to
ask a woman. say within the first
few dates, if her breasts are real'?
I don't care if they're big or small.
I just want them real. -- NEEDS
A REAL WOMAN IN FLORIDA
DEAR NEEDS A REAL
WOMAN: I do not recommend
asking women you have just met
if their breasts are "real." It could
lead to a punch in the nose. I
am recommending you visit some
dating sites and. in the area where
you are asked to list "interests."
you state "intelligent women who
have not had plastic surgery." I'm
sure you'll find many. Of course,
whether you have what THEY'RE
looking for remains to be seen.
P.S. One final thought: If a
boob job iforgive the vernacular)
has been successful . it is difficult if noi impossible to detect.
I have this on good authority.

Today In History
By The As.sociated Press
Today is Wednesday. Sept. 8.
the 251st day of 2010. There are
114 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 8. 1935. Sen. Huey
P. Long, D-La.. "The Kingtish"
of Louisiana politics. was shot
and monally wounded inside thc
State Capitol in Baton Rotege. he
died two days later at ase 42.
The assailant was identified as
Dr. Carl Weiss. who was gunned
down by. Long's bodyguard,.
On this date:

II the Carson
at (270) 450online at
ter.org.

COMICS / FEATURES
South Florida transplant
finds too many implants
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I MSS OUR COZY
WE NEVER RAO
LITTLE SUMMER 11 A COTTAGE ON
COTTAGE ON
A LAKE, HONEY
THE LAKE N THE
MOUNTAINS •

Leningrad by. German forces began
during World War II.
In 1960. American runner
Wilma Rudolph won the third of
her three gold medals at the Rome
Olynipics as she and teammates
Barbara Jones. Martha Hudson and
Lucinda Williams prevailed in the
women's 4 x 100-meter relay.
In 1974. President Gerald R.
Ford granted an unconditional pardon to former President Richard
Nixon.

Mixing
tp
the
I ngredients

Dear
Heloise:
I
love
your
CAKE MIX
COOKIE
RECIPE and
make it a lot.
I found that
instead
of
adding the egg and oil to the
cake mix first. I added nuts/etc.
first and gave them a mix. then
beat the egg and oil and added
1.11 SWEETIE
TNE1 it to the mixture. -- Maggie. via
`..3.10?Ftt46 CaDttl6'
e-mail
CNN TM.8
Maggie. a super hint, and
11-16 KOS'
how smart! Yes, add the nuts.
etc., first, then the "wet" ingre dients. I, too, mix the eggs and
oil in a measunng cup and then
add them to the dry ingredients.
Here is the Heloise Cookies
From a Cake Mix recipe for
those of you who might have
missed it:
I (18.25-ounce) box cake mix
2 eggs
YOLR MIND S ALWAYS .1
1/2 cup vegetable oil
I RACING, ISN'T IT t:4EAR'''
Optional: 1/4 cup raisins. nuts
or chocolate chips
Choose your favorite flavor
of cake mix -- I like chocolate,

by
lieMse

stray, berry and esen pineapple!
Preheat the oven to 350 F. Mix
ONLY the above ingredients in
a large bowl until blended. Drop
the batter by spoonfuls about 2
inches
apart
onto
an
UNGREASED baking sheet.
Bake on the middle rack for 810 minutes, watching them carefully, because they brown quickly.
You can find this and a bunch
of other cheap and easy-to-make
recipes. such as Heloise's Mock
Apple Pie and Baked Italian
Chicken. in my All-Time Favorite
Recipes pamphlet. which you
can have by sending S5 and a
long, self-addressed, stamped (61
cents) envelope to: Heloise/
Recipes, P.O. Box 795001, San
Antonio. TX 78279-5001. Make
a copy of sauce and spice recipes
and affix them on the jars that
hold these concoctions; you'll
have the recipe right there when
you need to mix up a new batch!
Heloise
NOT BROWN OR
WHITE BUT GREEN EGGS
Dear Heloise: I am a faithful reader of your column in
the Kerrville (Texas) Daily Times
paper. A reader wrote inquiring
if eggshell color had anything
to do with the flavor of an egg.

I raised Araucana chickens, a
breed from South Amenca. which
lay colored eggs. My hens laid
green eggs! The shades varied
from pale turquoise to pale olive
green. The birds were beautiful!
The eggs tasted fine and were
a hit in the kindergarten classes when reading Dr. Seuss'"Green
Eggs and Ham"! -- B.V. in Texas
Yes, the American Egg Board
agrees -- eggs of a different
color all taste the same. -- Heloise
HINTS FROM HELOISE
CENTRAL
* Cheese puffs can jazz up
meatloaf. Use them instead of
bread crumbs.
• Parmesan cheese can spice
up popcorn. Sprinkle some on!
• For a party, drop a maraschino cherry in each compartment
of the ice tray.
SPARKLING CIDER
Dear Heloise: I like sparkling
cider. but the 5:-and I buy is a
little too sweet for my taste.
Now I make my own by mixing all-natural apple juice in
equal parts with seltzer or
sparkling water. I like the taste
better. and it's less than half the
calones of the pre-made sparkling
cider! -- Elizabeth in D.C.
tc)2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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September travel opportunities are given

Out &About
... Kentucky
Style
By Gary P.
West
Syndicated
Columnist

There is
no
really
bad time to
in
travel
Kentucky,
although
some prefer
to get outand -about
when the so
called
tourist
attraction,
are a little
less crowded.
Where did
the summer

go'?
That's what many families
with school age children are
asking, as many schools opened
back up the first week of
Photo providad
August. Still with periodic
Somemites Cruise in Somerset is one of the places travelers can see and do during the month
breaks dunng the schcsol year
of September.
those families will be able to
Kentucky a little more adven- verify dates, times and [(Aging, Civil War history, and there are
in
travel a bit throughout the year.
who will be on hand to
For those with a little more turesome. These two-lane roads if over- nighting. For those with those
it, and even re-enact
about
talk
plans,
or
agenda
particular
no
and
repair,
good
in
generally
are
flexibility there are some fun
Lot's going on here. (270)
getaways throughout Kentucky in my opinion are the real fun that's okay too. It can add to the it.
excitement of a tnp. Wondering 524-4752
ways to see our state.
pretty much on your schedule.
Bardstown is a fun place to
A state map can usually be what's around the next curve
about
The great thing
just about any. time, but
visit
some.
up
it
spices
tourism
local
your
at
found
Kentucky is that it offers up a
Who doesn't like hot air bal- perhaps there's one particular
Pick a destination
fairly convenient road system office.
might be the best
that allows travelers two (although you don't have to). loons, good music and tasty bar- time that just
all. The Bourbon Festival is
approaches to reaching a desti- mark your route and head out. beque? It all combined into one of
You will be surprised at the real festival during the appropriately almost a week long event,
nation.
beginning September 14-19.
The state's interstate and park- Kentucky you will see. What named Balloons, Tunes and Barfestival includes tasting
The
Green
Bowling
in
b-que
way
often
is
the
along
see
you
ways make just about any place
745- from all of Kentucky's distillerin Kentucky reachable in a rela- more interesting than what you September 9-12. (270)
ies, music, car shows, food, bar7590
tively short time. However, if set out to visit.
Just up 1-65 in Munfordville rel rolling competition, arid culWith cooler days in the foretime is not an issue the secondminates with a black-tie
ary roads or back roads. as some cast, I arn pointing out several that same weekend is Hart
Bourbon Gala that is one of
like to call them, make traveling getaways for your considera- County Civil War Days. The
tion. By all means call ahead to entire area has quite a bit of those "you've got to go at least

once," events. The activities are
spread out all over the town, but
some, especially the food and
music are on the Spaulding Hall
grounds. Please keep in mind
that you don't have to imbibe t..)
enjoy this festival. Most of the
happenings are family oriented.
(800)638-4877
For many Kentuckians quilts
ai-e the thing. And for two days,
September 24 and 25, the Heart
of Kentucky Quilt Show will
take place in Elizabethtown at
the Prichard Center. You can
expect to see an array of spectacular handmade quilts that use
the long. handed-down piecing
techniques used by our grandmothers and those before her.
(270) 312-820
Cars, cars and more cars.
That's what Somerset is becoming known for as they celebrate
their 10th anniversary of the
Somemites Cruise Car Show on
the 25th of this month. This
awesome display of hundreds of
fabulous automobiles started
small, but has grown into one of
the most recognizable cruise-ins
in the nation. Bring your camera and an empty stomach
because good eats are everywhere.(606)677-1707
For those who want to plan a
little further out. several October
events you may not be aware of
are just sitting there waiting for
you to show up.
Hazel. a small community just
a few miles south of Murray, is
one heck of an antique shopper's
paradise. In fact, that's what

Hazel is all about. But on
October 2, the town will celebrate Hazel Day with what they
call a Summer Cruise-In.
Because of Hazel's not-so-central location in Kentucky, it can
be overlooked by Kentuckians,
that is, un!ess they've been
there. It's just a delightful place
to spend the day. For those of
you traveling long distance arid
wanting to overnight, nearby
Murray has several nice lodging
rooms as well as restaurants. Of
course, Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley are also in the
area. (270)492-6333
Bernheim Forest is one of the
most beautiful places to visit in
all of Kentucky. This 14,000
acre arboretum, not far off of I65 near Cleimont in Bullitt
County, is one of those "what
took me so long to get here"
places. If you've been before
you know what's in store. but if
you haven't, you're in for a surprise. Perhaps no better time to
visit is during the annual
Bernheim Colorfest, October
16-17 (502)955-8512
You don't have to spend much
time trying to figure out what
the Trigg County Country Ham
Festival is all about in Cadiz.
This beautiful little town. not far
from Lake Barkley, spends three
days, October 8-10, celebrating
this tasty southem tradition. Of
course, there's much, much
more, but make no mistake, it's
the ham that grabs your attention. (270) 522-3892
Get up, get out and get going!

Be Safe, Call Before Diggiog Flight data recorder found amid UPS wreckage
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to be
careful when you begin
your spring planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811
at 1-800-752-6007 to have
all utility lines marked in
the area in which you
will be digging.
For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas
ct 270-762-0336.
,
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By BRtAN MURPHY
Associated Press Writer
Arab
United
DUBAI,
Emirates (AP) — Investigators
at the wreckage of a UPS cargo
plane recovered the flight data
recorder Tuesday as experts
seek the cause of last week's
crash, including a report of
smoke in the cockpit.
Teams from U.S. agencies,
National
the
including
Transportation Safety Board and

As iation
Federal
Administration, have joined the
probe into why the Boeing 747400 went down Friday in the
desert outside Dubai. Both crew
members were killed.
The data device — which
monitors the plane's systems —
will be sent to the United States
for analysis along with the cockPit recorder. which was recovered six hours after the crash,
said a statement from the UAE's

Aviation
Civil
General
Authority.
It said the flight data recorder
was in -reasonable" condition.
The wreckage is scheduled to be
moved from the crash site on
Wednesday to another location
for more analysis, the statement
said.
On Sunday, a preliminary
report by the UAE's aviation
authority said the crew reported
smoke in the cockpit about 20

minutes after taking off from
Dubai on a flight to a UPS hub
in Cologne, Germany.
Atlanta-based UPS. formally
known as United Parcel Service
Inc.. has identified the crew
members killed as Captain Doug
Lampe of Louisville, Ky., 48,
and First Officer Matthew Bell.
38, of Sanford, Fla. Lampe had
been with UPS since 1995. Bell
had been with the company'
since 2(X)6.
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